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Holland City News.
YOL. VII.-NO.

Gotland &tw.

Site

HOLLAND,

26.

Linrf i&d Bill Sublet.

ROONE
J3

A W£EKLY”iEW8PAPEa,

H„

Live nr

and Sale Suble.

©ur
>•

-

EOLLiNS CIT7,
- EHIGAN,
OFFICE : VAN LANDEGEND’S BLOCK.

Produce, Etc.
$ bushel ................ $
Beans, $ bushel ...................1
Apples,

H., Livery and Sale Stable;
1
Office of Dally Stage Line to Saugatuck, 9th
street, near Market.

1

35
6u

WHOLE

1878.

NO.

338.

Experiment of Heating a City by ticles on a large variety of subjects, and
Steam to he Tried at Springfield,
paragraphs,anecdotes, etc., almost innuMaas.
merable. The number contains 128 quarto pages, and there are over 70 illustraThe Springfield Gas Company has bought

and barn on Market street. Everythingfirst-

VTIBBELINK, J.

10,

The

padtetn.

Office

class

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

AUGUST

MICH., SATURDAY,

@
(&

@
(&
@
©

40
....

Butter, |I B> ....................
Clover seed, ^ lb ..................
Eggs, dozen ...................

8
ifi

8
15

tions, portraits, mottoes, etc.

the right for that city to use the Holly sysis

tem of running steam pipes through the

only 25 cents

The

price

a copy and the annual

subscription$8, sent postpaid. Inclose

Honey, $ 1b .......................
streetsto furnish heat and power for adHay, V ton .......................
8 00 (it ...
25 cents to the Publisher, and a specimen
1 00 joining buildings, and the city government
^
Dealer In all kinds of Liquors, Onions, $ bushel ................
copy will be sent. Address, Frank
30
Beer, Cldar, Pop, Cigars, Sardines, and Keep- Potatoes, 9 bushel ...............
will be asked to permit the construction
ISMS OF BOBSOBIPTIOHi— 12.00 pirjitr is adutei. er of a fine Pool Table, No. 5u Eighth street.
Timothy Seed, bushel ........... (& 2 00
Leslie’s Publishing House, 58, 55 and 57
Wool, V lb ......................
of an experimentalline this winter from
JOB PRINTING PROMPTLY AND NEATLY DONE.
Park Place, New York.
Wagonmahersand Blacksmiths.
Wood, Staves, Eto,
the company’s works on Water street
.....................$2 50
lAUKEMA J. & C. Wagon and Blacksmith Cordwood, maple, dry
through Elm to Main street Tills short
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
Silver Coin in Olrcul&tlon.
green ...................
2 00
A/ Shop. Horse-shoeingand all kinds of repairOne square of ten linos, (nonpareil,) 75 cents ing
beach, dry ................. 2 00 line will reach a number of dwellings,
done.
Eighth Street aiew doors west of River.
for ilrst Insertion, and 25 cents for each subse** green ............... 1 76
statement recently issued by the
quent insertion for any period under three
Hemlock Bark ..................... @4 00 stores and offices, a large school house,
months.
Msat Markets.
Staves, pork, white oak, ............. @10 00 tiie county court house and First Church Treasury Department shows the amount

DOESBUES, Editor and

0. J.

Liqaor Dealers.

@

Publisher. PEN HAQE, Wm..

@1

A

“
“

“

“

|

Square .......

1

“
“
Column
X1 **
“
•2

350

5 00 I 8 00
5 Oi
8 00 I to 00
8 00 10 00 j 17 00
10 U0 17 00 |25 00
17 00 25 00 140 0O
25 00 40 00 65 00

.........
........
........
.........
.........

3

‘i

6 M. 1 1 Y.

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
$2.00 per annum,

Staves,

RUTKAU & VANZOEREN, New

A

“

Tloree,

12 00
bolts, soft wood ........... @ 2 54 and chapel, in which, with the exception,
Heading bolts, hardwood ..................
2 75
Stave bolts, softwood ......................
2 *5 perhaps, of the church, it ia hoped that a
Stave bolts, hardwood ...................
8 0(1 trial of the system may be made, the most
Railroad ties ................................
10
Shingles, A Vm.... ..................
\...® 2 00 distant point from the works being the

Meat Ma7- Heading

A> ket, near corner Eighth and Fish Street. All
kinds of sausages cousiantly on hand.
fT'UITE, J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and
vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.

IV

&raln, Feed, Etc.
H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt, Wheat, white fl bushel ......
90
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper Corn, shelled y bushel
and twine; 8th‘ street.
Outs, $ bushel ....................25

I7ANDERHAAR,

new

V

@

Chicopee Bank. It
95

............42

@
50

27
Buckwheat, $ bushel .............
50
Bran, fl ton ....................... 15 00
Manufactories,Mills, Shops, Xte.
Noticeso? Births, Marriages, and Deaths pubFeed, fl ton ......................18 00
lished wbitout charge for subscrlbeis.
fl 100 Ih ..................... 100
An X before the Subscriber'sname will donote LJEALD, R. K., Manufacturer of and Dealer In
Barley, fl 100 lb ................... l 00
Agricultural Implements; commission agent
the expiration of the tJubscriptiou. Two XX sigMiddling, fl 100 lb
l 00
for Mowlmt Machines* cor. 10th dt River atreel.
nify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
Flour, fl 1001b. ....................
2 50
I&r All advertisingbills collectable quarterly.
4 00
RAUELS,
PUTTEN & CO., ProprletoTs Pearl Barley, fl 100 lb ..............8 00
lines,

@

“

LA

.................

of Ptugger Mills; (Steam Saw and Flour
Mills.)near foot of 8th street.

|ait fimiL.

irEHBEEK,

1,

Leave
Holland,
1 1 15 a. in.
} 5.15 “
8.80 p. m.

Arrive al
Holland,

Trains.

Grand Rapids.

“

11.55 a. m.

“

t

9.85

p.m.

Muskegon, Peniwaler
& Big Rapids. 10.45 a. m.
^

New

Buffalo

1.05

a.

“

11

3.25 p.
2.40

*

12.15 “
m.
9.45 “

m.

“

5.10

U

5.25 a. in.
8.85 p. m.

&

Chicago.

* 11.00 a.

m.

1

ALSU,

y\f

H., Notary Public, Conveyancer,
and Insurance Agent. Oillce, C'tfp Drug

?

Y
Store,

8th street.

m.

00

p.
12
11
11
11
10
10
9

m.

xV

5

00

1 15

CLAY,

Receiver,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Close connectionsm^de at Alleganwith G. R. «fc
R. R. and L. S. & M. S. for Plainwell,Kalamazoo. Ft. Wayne, Cleveland, Ac., Ac.

R. B. &

„

Mich.

Office at

ings and in the Boston

and Albany

build-

The Holly system, which is owned at Inst, asking what is tiie estimatedamount
Lockport, N. Y'., and is in most success- of silver coin in circulation in the United
numer- States, has been received.
In reply I have to inform you that since
ous improvements in the protection ot the
pipes laid in the streets, the arrangements the passage of the resumption act, Jan.
of connections,valves, traps, etc. In the

works

at

Lockport steam ia

miles, and Mr. Holly claims that a distance

of

five

7-lv

Eastern

Salt at $1.80 per barrel

8.

and

at

wholesalefor $1.25 per barrel at

city aud countryday or night. Acute

JL

HARRINGTON.

E. J.

An Undeniable Truth,

J.,

Agent. Office
Eighth street.

AN PUTTEN JACOB,

Banking and ColDrafts bought and sold; Klghtn

V
street.
lecting,

9-ly

Barbers.

1AK GKOOT,
barber.
U
shampooning,
rates. Barber
next
L.

Hair cutting, shaving,
hair-dyeing, etc., done at rea
shop
door to the City
14-ly

Hotel.

souable

Boots and Shots.

TTEROLD,

E.. Mannfacturer of and dealer in
Boots and Shoes, Leather,Findings,etc.,
Eighth street.

IJ

Commission Merchant.

REACH BKO’8, CommissionMerchants, and
JD dealers in Grain, Flour and Produce. Highmarket price paid for wheat. Offlcj in Brick
store cor. Eighth & rlsh streets,Holland, Mich. 17
est

Dentist.

,/AKE,

D. M., Dental Surgeon; residenceand offlee ou Eignth street, opposite Van Kaalte's
Shoe store.

VJ

CMJRGUSON, B.

R. Dental Surgeon. Performs
all operationsappertainingto Dentistryin
ihe best style of the art. Office, over B. P Higgins'

A

Eighth street.

on the pipes in the streets is about
fifty pounds and in the houses about ten
pounds, although only one or two pounds
is needed lor heating. The Lockport com-

sure

tiie heat about ns

is

much

as had beep before

\OE8BURG. J.

o., Dealer in Drugs and Medlclnes, Paints and Oils, Brushes,Ac. Physlclan s prescriptions carefully put up: Eighth st.

U

AABENGS,

D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drags, Medues, Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles aud Perfumeries. River street.
ci

Medl-

vous prostration, low spirits, &c. Its sales

j
T

f

full

IIBBEU, Druggist A Pharmacist; a
stock of goods appertaining to the bus-

iness.

•

rurnitu:e.

EYER,

H. A CO., Deulersin all kinds of Furnitnre, CnrUius, Wall Paper, Toys, Cofflus
Picture Frames, etc.: River street.
"Vf

t Jl
i:

... $58,795,779
. .. 40,414,580

Of the total coinage there remalna in the
Treasury ... ......................$1?, 881.940

No estimate can be made of the amonnt
of silver coined before 1875 and now in

Very respectfully,

John Sherman,

fire

and

a great deal

of dust and dirt that

ore injurious to furniture aud health.
Some of the Lockport housekeepers told
visitors from this cily that they hardly

The

total silver

Secretary.

coinage from the founda-

Governmentto 1875 was:
.............................$ 8,048388

tion of the
Bollw*

.

Half-dollars .........................
100,184.165
Gaarter-dollara
...................... 11.460,784
Dimes .................................
9,566,051
Half-dimes ..............................4,906,946
...

consideredit necessary to clean houses in

the amount of silver nowin circulation.

field Republican.

We

now

reach every town on the Western
Continent and not a Druggist but will tell
pi" General d®al®r‘nTobacco, you of its wonderful cures. You can buy
Uaara, (inutl, Pipe,, etc.; KblKth
a 8amp|e Bolt|e-for 10 ceU|8. Thr/e

Frank Lillie’s Sunday Magazine.

.Irm.

The September number

of

rather than above the

this admira-

doses will relieve you.

ble publication
it

abounds

as usual with

good

is really a “marvel of periodic

below
truth. This added

have no doubt this estimate

to the

ii

paper-money circulation, $688,597,-

275, gives $765,825,488ns the total paper
and coin circulation of the country
present

time. This

at

the

fully sustains the as-

Oeneral Dealere.

YTAN PUTTEN G„

General Dealers, in Dry
Goods, Groceries, Crockery;Hats and Caps,
PlDur, Provisions, etc,; River st.

V

.

Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Tetter,
Chapped hands, Chilblains,Corus, and
all kinds of Skin Eruptions. This salve

tion and edification. This

magazine par-

Vsnic.— -Indianapolis Journal.

ticularlycommends itself to heads of famThe Natural History of the Eel
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction ilies; as a family publicationit has no
Industry,meets at their Hall over, Krulsenga's in every case or money refunded. Price
According to the reports of shad fishersuperior, and it should be found in every
Store, every Thursday evening.
25 Cents per box. For Sale by Heber
Vleiting brothers cordially invited.
household, for the pure and healthful men, the chief enemy of the shad is the
Walsh, Holland, Michigan.
A. McDonald,President.
character of the literature can scarcely eel, which not only follows that fish up the
D. Van Bbugobn, R. S.
fail to exert a highly beneficial influence. streams and devours the spawn, but often

U. S. oi I.
HARMONY LODGE. No 12, United Sons of

I. 0. of 0. F.

Holland City

Lodge, No. 192, Independent Order
of Odd Fellows, holds its regular meetings at Odd
Fellow's Hall, HollandMich., on Tuesday Evening
of each week
Visiting brothers are cordially invited.
Butkau, N. G.
N. W. Bacon, R. 8.

is

Free of Cost.
The most wonderful remedy of the age The present number opens with an artis now placed within the leach of all. icle by Rev. Theodore L. Flood, A. M.,
“Be he rich or be he poor,” it costs notli “The Summer School at Lake Chautau-

ing to give this great remedy atrial Dr.
King's California Oolden Compound, for
Dyspepsia, Sick Headache, Low Spirits,
Loss of Appetite, Sour Stomach, Coming
up of Food, Yellow Complexion, General
F. ft A. *.
A Rkoular Communicationof Unity Lodge* Debility, Inactivity and Drowsiness,
No. 191, F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall. Liver Complaint, Jaundice and BiliousHolland, Mich., on Wednesday evening. Angnst ness, for which it is a certain and speedy
7, at 7# o'clock, sharp.
cure. No person should be without it.
David Bkbtsch, W. M.
In order to prove that it will do all wc
O. Brbymax, Sec'v.
claim for it vou are given a trial bottie
free of cost, which will convince you of its
truly wonderful merits, and show you
goticeis.
what a regular one dollar size bottle will
do. For sale by Heber Walsh, Holland,
Michigan.

special

You Intend

at

the Drug

Store

to Paint,

of Heber Walsh,

The

place

known

as the “Dr.

attacks the shad after they are caught in
the nets. Entering the

qua,” which was established with the de- entrails,and leave the
sign to bring about a revolution in the use

shad

at the gill

openings the eels suck out the spawn and

The

finest

and

fish perfectly clean.

fiatestshad are the ones

of methods and means for spreading a selected. It is a curious circumstance
knowledge of the Scriptures. An article that of a fish so well-knownas the eel so

Sweden,” many of its life habits should be in dispute.
il- An animated discussion has been going on
lustrated. A new serial story by Mrs. in Germany quite recently with regard to
Prosser is coimuenced, entitled “Michael the natural history of this fish, and in a
descriptive of “Country Life in
is

highly interesting, and is admirably

Airdree’s Freehold,”and the beautiful late number of

a scientific journal the fol-

temperance story, “The Mapleton Plan,” lowing points are set down as pretty well
is concluded. Among the short stories substantiated.Though a fresh water fish

are: “Five In a Peashell,” by Hans which passes the greater part of its life in
Christian Anderson; “The Escape of Gro* rivers,the eel spawns in the sea. That it
Morris tiui,” by Alfred H. Guernsey; “How he is viviparous is extremely improbable.

cash. Inquire Learned Charity” (a story with Jerusalem, The eel found in the upper waters of rivers
at this office, or at J. W. Hopkins, Esq., translatedfrom the French by the late is almost always female. At the age of
Seventy Shades of Cottage Colors,
Grand Haven, Mich.,— containing nearly Rosalie E. Nairne, etc., etc.) There are four years it goes down to the sea to spawn
These paints are mixed ready for the
7 acres, with improvementsand house. several sketches of peculiar interest. and never returns to fresh water. The
brush, sold by the gallon, and can be ap“Schille,”“Sir Thomas Moore and his spawning process is somehow dangerous
plied by any person. Sample cards free.
Try Johnston'sSarsaparilla the best in
Daughter,” “The Last Ascent of Mount to the eel, thousands being foond dead
tf
White Lead, Oils, Varnish, Brushes,&c., the
Ararat,” “Lady Strangford,” etc., will near the mouths of rivers, with their
very
5-18w
well repay tiie reader. “Hours with Eng- ovaries empty. The descent of the fish to
—
—
the sea does not appear to take place at
Mr. E. J. Harrington, the Cheap Cash
The undersigned,Dr. L. E Best, having lish Sacred Poets” is continued; and there
any definite period, but is probably deStore man wishes to inform the Ladies of settled in the Holland colony, offers his are also gome charming poems by Alice
services as a Physician,Surgeon and Ac Carey, James Montgomery,J. E. Rankin, pendent on the season for spawning. The
this city and vicinity that he will keep on
male is much smaller than the female,
coucheur to the public aL large, and
hand a' fall supply of sewing machine whereas he pays particular 'attention to D. D., Mrs. S. E. Sells, Meta Thorne, and never exceeds half a yard in length.
needles for all machines.
chronic diseases, and fine suraery, he has Mary Sherman, and others. The editor The males never ascend to the head waters
place,” is for sale cheap for

and examine the

cheap.
.....

H^ALSH

Making a total coinage of ......
And a total issue of .. ........

of fuel in connection with every

a waste

V

Call

Drags and Medicinal.

JL

Issued of standardsilver ................ 1,143,796

evidently large, since there is inevitably

things;

If

Art Gallery.

I

Issued of fractional Oliver .............. 89,(71,784

Every lady should get a Dress Lift for literature,” for the talented Editor, the
TUSLIN A BUEYM AN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,
and dealers in Fancy Goods; Corner of Mar- 25 cents at
sertion of the Journal, recently disputed
ket and Ehzbth Street.
Rev. Dr. Deems, fills its pages with oriE, J. ^11 ARRINGTON.
by the inflation organ in this city, that
ginal and selected matter, not only of unthere is more money in the United States
Bucklinfs
Arnica
Salve,
usual merit, but combining, in a very reAttorney at Law and Collecting
j&fietiw.
ia Kenyon A Van Puiteu's bauk
The best Salve in the world for Cuts, markable degree, entertainment instruc- now than there was in 1878 before the

Baakiag a&l Exchange.

IT

Coined of fractionalallver .............$41,088,931

#lh

“•

Rectory.

H., Attorney aud Counselor at
Law, and Proctor in Admiralty.No. 11

A

1878, the Treasury has

You deserve to suffer, and if you lead the spring, while their houses have been
a miserable, unsatisfactorylife in this healed throughout so thoroughly that they
Total ............................
...$146384,784
beautiful world, it is entirely your own
The
Secretary of the Treasury says no
scarcely
knew
of
the
changes
of
temperaOCHOirrEN,R A City Pnyiiclan. office at D. fault and there is only one excuse for you,
0
Urui! 8‘ore'
— ynur unreasonable nrejudlce aud akeptl’ ture out doors. The steam is also used estimate can bo made of the amount of the
cism, which has killed thousands. Person- for cooking, and is equal to almost any coinage prior to 1875 which is now in cirPhtogriphor.
al knowledge and common sense reason- culinary operation except frying and broil- culation;but it is fair to suppose that at
I^IOGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer.Gal- ing will soon show you that Green's
least one-fourth of it is iu circulation.
August Flower will cure you of Liver ing. Expcrimenishave also been made
One-fourth would be $86,818,688,which,
in
clearing
sidewalks
of
snow
by
the
use
Coihplaint, or Dyspepsia, with ail its misSaddleri.
erable effects, such as sick headache, pal- of steam, and the cost of melting a ton of added to the 40,414,580 issued since 1875,
XTAUPELL, H., Manufacturer of uml dealer 111 pitation of the heart, sour stomach, habit- snow is found to be but five cents.— fyri/jp- would give an aggregateof $76,728,218 as
V Harneae, Trunks, Saddles and Whips; ual costiveness, dizziness of the head, ner-

Notary Public; River street.

rPEN EYCK,

15,

miles can be reached. The pres- Coined of standardtilvor ..............8.781A4A

L, Physicianand Surgeon. Office,

Watches aad Jewelry.

River street.

1875, to July

25,

conducted two coined and issued silver as follows:

uot a large amount.

D., Claim Agent, Attorney and

A¥C BRIDE, P.

Treasury Department, Office of
the Secretary, Washington, D. C„

Drug Store.

1
AA

as follows:

July 26, 1878.— Your telegram of the 25th

ing and depot.

Attorneys.

TTOWARD, M.

is

RA.II.ROAT>,

Chicago Depot, Holland, Midi,

free.

in

Tobacco and Cigars.

£1

being done in that city iu the armory build-

making Inquiry

paid for fuel, but introduced meters as circulation, butltli evident that there is
L. E., Surgeons and Physicians. _
,
their residence, Overysel,
S61111 Ticket*to principal poinU In the United soon as the enterprisewas fairly estaba large amount, and of that coined since
Sta'es and Canada. Throngh bills of Lading iasned
aud rates given for fieight to all points east and lished, and a similar course will doubtless 1875 it is possible that some of it may have
F EDEBOER, B. Physician and Surgeon: Office west. Information as to routes aud counection*
be pursued in this city. The amount that gone from the country, though probably
corner Eleventh and River street opposite
for travellers,and rates of freight for shippera.
public square.
checrfmlyfurnished at the
can be saved to consumers by this system

REST,

IJ

lyjORRIS,

1.

§usi«c^

CHICAGO ai MICHIGAN LAKE SHORE

and Chronicdiseases successfully treated.Consultation
14-4w

doing South.
No. 8. No. 1,
p. m. a. m.

Allegan,
D. P.

single furnace, this already

pany began on the basis of charging for
T. E., Physician; residence, opposite
8. W. cor. Public Square.

made

15 Muskegon, 2 00 7 50
Ferrysburg, 2 83 8 40
Grand Haven, 2 88 8 5b
Pigeon, 8 18 9 40
Holland, 8 45 11 15
Fillmore, 4 15 11 45

41
3b
07
40
5 07
18
8 55
30
25
15
30
85

MATRAU,

FREIGHT AND TICKET AGENT,

A NNIS,

Taken Effect, luteday, Jan. 15, 1878.

8
7
7
b
5

@5

......................34@ 4

@6
@6

H. C.

a

Secretary of the Treasury

on that point His answer

Ai

Mich. Lake Shore Bail Boad.

p.

...................4

L

Aj

North.
2. STATIONS.

lb

**

“

.uiA.autrains
.rams,
Mixed
t Dally except Sunday and Monday.
f EDEBOER, F, 8., Physician aud Surgeon;
; Dally except Saturday.
office at residence, ou Eighth street, near Chi.
I Mondays only.
A M. L. S. R. R. crossing.
All other trains dally except Sundays.
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago
time which Is 20 minutes later thau Columbus VI 0 CULLOCH TH08., Physician and Surgeon,
having permuutly located lu Holland, can
time.
bo found at Wm. Vau Putten’sDrug store. Calls
'

Qoing
No. 4. No.

Beef, dressed per

Pork, ••

W..A

Physloiass

m.

9.25 p.

1878.

H.

steam from

dition to the foregoing, we telegraphed the

ful operation in that city, includes

Meats, Eto.

CO., Proprietorsof the
Lard ................. ............... 8 @
Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of buildSmoked Meat ..........................@10
ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
Ham ............................
@ 6
*' Shoulders .....................
Motarr Publics
Tallow, per lb ..........................
“ ..........................
9 @10
ROST, HENRY D., Real Estate and Insurance Turkeys.
Chickens,dressed per lb ................ b @7
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer;Collections made In Holland and vicinity.

V

Chicago A Michigan Lake Shore &. B.
Taken Effect, Tustiay Jan.

@

VAN

A

course, to heat

no new thing, of
more than one building by
is

of paper money outstanding on the 80th
of June, ultimo, to have been $688,597,275. In order to ascertain the probable
amount of silver coin in circulation in ad-

market.
NOTICE.

at the City Hotel, in the preacheseloquently from the text, “Jesus of rivers, but keep continually in the sea
City
of
Holland,
ou
Saturday of) each week, said, Take ye away the stone.” He con- or in the lower reaches of the river.
A new lot of Cigars, just received as
Nothing is definitely known about the
where
he
can
be
consulted
Horn 9 a. m.
well as Fancy Tobaccos. Also, Finzer's
tinues the Popular Exegesis of several spawning season, though Jt is probable
until 4 p.
j
Mixed Plug Smoking. Something new.
L. E. BEST, M. D. • passages of Scripture,and his Portfolio that the eggs are deposited in the sea not

concluded to stop

at

m.

PESSINK BRO’S.

Ovekysel Sept 22, 1878.

)

affords pleasantreading.

\

There short

M,

ar-

far

from the mouths of

rivers.

ijfoliatltl

Lion, of Kansas, agent for the Indians of the
Kansas agency, and David Kern, of lil noia,
agent for the Indians of the Crow agency.

iig

WEEKLY NEWS REVIEW.
; TIIK

EAST.

have

tely

gained considerable currency, that a strike
would probabl ccur in the Pennsylvania coal
regions during August, the PhiladelphiaTimes
«

has been investigatingthe matter, and prints
oorreapondence from the paost important coal
centers. These all agree In the statement that
no strike is anticipated, and that none is likely

occur.

to

At

t

Philadelphia,& few days since, a

i

,

assembledto listen to the preaching of the
gospel, was struck by lightning, creatingthe
wildestconsternation. A littlegirl was killed,
two childrendangerouslywonnded, and several
'

fluid...

1

electric

.B. B. Conant, cashier
:

of

the Eliot National Bank, of Boston, is a defaulter to the extent of 970,000. Speculation.

.’...MichaelWinn,.' of West Randolph, Vt,
fatally shot his wife and babe while they were
in bed sleeping,and killed himself to avoid

_

arrest
_
•’
1|f THE WEST.
'

What the
men

in,

J.

farmers lost the lumber-

some measure gained

by the recent

floods that injured the crops swelledthe rivers
and permitted the log-drivers to do business on
a magnificentscale.

,

A dispatch from Boise City, Idaho,
says “ the stage between Silver City and Boise

killed. The hostiles on their way
up Snake river stopped at Ranschmager ranebe, and encountereda number of Chinese employes, four of whom they
slaughtered.The Indians are raiding all
-,

through the Snake River and Owyhee country,
and drivingoff all the stock. Gen. Howard is
in pursuit of the main body, estimated at 200
strong.”

'Salt Lake dispatch announces the
town of

Alta,

Utah. The

place contained about 200 wooden
buildings, all of which are now in ashes. The
loss is estimated at $100,000, and is the most
disastrous that has ever visited the Territory.

Chicago papers announce the

.

M''

City was attacked by Indians and the driver

A

—There

.

He

heavy rains in Wisconsin and Minnesota.The

total destruction, by fire, of the

USEFUL

isanats^st

,

church tenp in which a largo congregation had

other persons prostratedby the

settler moves on to lands under this
INFORMATION.
decision to serve him at once with a
writ of ejectment, which will have the
Olay weighs 185 pounds to the cubic
The Democrats of Delaware have practical effect of vitiating,tho decisionof the foot,
Secretary, as no one settler or any combination
nominated John W. Hall for Governor,. ..En- of settlersoan afford to fight the united capi^TpfcRB are usually 225 sheets in a box
Thirty-TirceChUdreu.
genoHalehas been renominated for Congress tal of the railroad companies. .. .The 4 per cent
bonds continueto go off " like hot cakes. The
Think of a father climbing out of bed
demand promises to be so heavv and continuGENERAL.
One thousand bricks, closely stacked, at daylight and calling to each of hia
that tne Secretaryof the Treasury has orA rowing match between the well- ous
thirty or more children to get up, and
dered a resumption of work by the Govern- oocupy flfty-sixcubic feet.
then assigningthem their several duties,
known experts, Banian and Ross, had a ridio- ment paper-milL
Hay, sprinkled with a little chloride for the day! Such a man was Antoine.
nlous terminationat St John, N. B., last week.
Another call for the redemption of
When a mile and a quarter had been rowed $ve million dollars’wopth of 6 per cent bonds of lime and left for an hoar in a closed Louis Descompt Labadie. With hisliis'V
Hanlan was sopie lengths ahead. Bo*’ shell
room, will remove the smell of new father and two brothers."this jsoipewhat
here capsized, and a boat went ont and picked has been issued by the Sboretary of the Treas- paint.
remarkable son of* Gaul emigrated from
him up. Hanlan rowed over the. oonrse leis- ury. The funds for their redemption will be
In hoisting heavy machinery or other France, and settled in Detroit in 1750.
urely in 86m. 68s. Ross says the spring of the obtained from sales of 4 per cents. Interest
rowlock worked out and be upset, breaking will cease on the called bonds on the 5th of eights, by-means of paUey blocks, if Nineteen years thereafter he married
th&boi of. the boat; but it ia believed Ross pur- November.... The capital was visited one day the ropes stretch and, the .blocks come Angelique Oampau, and the two went to*
posely Mjftt to avoid defeat, *fii<5h was inetit- last week by one qf the worst wibri and rain together too soon, wet the rope, and the
storms whioh It has experienced InT long time.
The wind bordered on a hurricane through the object will be elevated by the oontraotion
A San Antonio (Texas) dispatch an- northwestern section of thecRy, and unroofed of the rope without any other force. * five years, when she died, having borne,
nounces that "Lieut Kelly, with a detachment a larue number of buildings. The damage to
To Glean Smoky Marble.— Brush a him seven children during that time.
of United States cavalry, crossed the Rio public and private property will reach at least paste of chloride of lime and water He had traded extensivelywith the InGraude, near the month of San Fehpe creek, $75,000.
the entire surface; grease spots dians, and had treated them witii such
to recoverstolen stock, on the trail of raiders.
There were coined in the United over
can
be
removed from marble by apply- nni form, kindness and considerationthat
He passed near the town of Los Vaoas, where
States mints in July, $89,000 in eagles and
be woe joined by the Alcaldeof the town, and
ing a paste of crude potash and whiting upon the death of his wife they entreated him to marry a maiden fromoot their
other Mexicans, who assisted in the recovery of $1,847,000in standard silver dollars, including in this manner.
seventeencattle and one horse. The Mexicans minor coins. The value of coinage was $3,627.Carbolic Soap.
are two tribe. This he did, ohooeing tbe daughrenderedevery possible assistance."
'
983.
. .The Presidentand family and Secretary
or
three
grades
of
carbolic
soap.
The ter of a Sautense Chief, as the records of
The committee appointed, under a Sherman visited Newport last week.
the Catholic Church 8t Sandwich have
toilet article is very excellent for human
FOREIGN.
it. Seventeen children his dusky bride
resolutionof the National House of RepreThe inquiry institutedinto the Rho- beings, as it destroys all odors and is presented him, and then her spirit fled
sentatives, to consider the financial and labor
very healing. The toilet is much weaker
depression question, is now holding its ses- dope insurrectionand outrages inRoumelia,
tothe happy hunting-grounds.Aborigthan the kind used for dumb animals.
sions in New York. The committee consists of Turkey, has, it appears,resulted in damaging
inal and Norman blood mingling in the
Messrs. A. B. Hewitt, of New York ; J. M. diBolosnresregarding the coarse of thelias- If children's heads were occasionally
veins of the seventeen descendants of
Thompson, of Pennsylvania ; W. W. Rioe, of sian commanders, and the Russian Ambassa- washed with carbolic toilet soap no inMassachusetts; Thomas A Boyd, of Illinois, dor objected to its continuance. The Ambas- sect would be there after the operation. this Inst union helped to build up a
and H. L. Hickey,’of Ohio, and all sadors of other foreigncountries, however, de- It ought not to be put into the mouth, hardy and rather industrious communibut the last named are in attendance. They ciding that the inquiryshould go on, the Rusty, and still Labadie faltered not.
as it is a poison. „
sit daily, and hear all persons who ohoose to sian representative
withdrew.
was wedded to Miss Charlotte Barthe,
appear before them. A number of representaGloss Starch.— For a gloss for shirt and the ; fruits of this union were nine
In
regard
to the election for members
tives of the various labor organizationshave
bosoms, take, two ounces of gum ara^o children, the oldest son being the father
appeared and given their views regarding the of Parliament in Germany, a, Berlin dispatch
powder, put it in a pitcher and pour on of Gregoire L. Labadie, of this city, and
prevailing depression. The most of them at- says that "the relative positions of the various
tribute the hard times to labor-savingmar parties are unchanged. Accordingto the re- a pint of water; cover it and let it stand Oapt Charles F. Labadie, of the firm of
chinery.
...km •• n
, ,>
turns, the National Liberal Electoral Commit- over night Four carefully from the Labadie & Parent, Windsor. The latter
tee estimatetheir party h§H; lost fifteen seats. dregs into a clean bottle; cork and keep still holds a portion of tlio old homestead
, The army OommisBion authorized by
The Conservativeshave gained twenty. The for use. A tewpoonfulof gum stirred
in Walkerville. (/
the recent session of Congress, and which has
United Liberals will thus still have a majority
into a pint of starch made in the usual
Old citizens say that it was not an unbeen holding secret sessions at, a, Virginia in Parliament". . Acable dispatch reports that
wateyrng-place, adjournedlast week without, Gen. Todleben refuses to withdraw a man from way Will make the modt beautiful glt>*s common thing for the old French settlers
it is beheved, coming to any practical conclu- the vicinity of Constantinoplebefore the with- on any linen pr cotton goods, and will
to raise families of eighteen and twenty
sion.;.. Bob Ingersoll,accompaniedby .his drawal of the British fleet Difficultiesare also make lawn look like new.
children. An old resilientsays that Van
family, sailed for Europe last week, intending reported in regard to the return of the Turkish
To remove blisters from veneer, flht Avery, who lived on the present site of
to remain abroad three months^
prisoners of war/
wash the exteriorof the blister with the water-works, was the father of twenFailures: The Maetin Bank, ef KanSome idea of the strength of the
boiling water, and with a coarse cloth re- ty-three children,all by bite wife.— Desas City, Mo., holding large amounts of public Socialist movement in Germany may be
move the dirt and grease; then place -It iroit Post.
funds, including $250,000 belonging to the gleaned from the fact that in the re
before the fire; oil its surface with comState of Missouri ; the Crowther Iron Company, cent Parliamentaryelections thev polled
Legal Advertising in Co-Operative
of Pittsburgh, Pa., liabilities$160,000-,the 80,000 votes in Hamburg, 12,000 in Altona,7,- mon linseed oil; jplace;it again to the
Cincinnati grocery firm of R. M. Bishop & Co., 000 in Kiel, 10,000 in . Breslau, ' 13,000 fire, and heat will make the oil penetrate
Newspapers.;.-... .
of which the Governor of Ohio is the head, lia- in Dresden, 14,000 in Leipsic, 11.000 quite through the veneer and soften the
An
important decision, touching the
bilities $360,000: the marble-mills pf Vail, m Elberf eld,-10,0W) in Nnmber^fi.sooinHan- glue underneath;then, while hot, raise
legalityof advertising in newspapers
ShortwellA Co., New York, liabilities$100,000.
the edge gently with a chisel, and it will printed on the co-operative plan, has
. .Lew Davis, a song and dance man with the
separate completely from the ground. been rendered by the New Jersey courts.
California Minstrels, out his throat in the dressing-room of Dockrell’s Opera House, St. John, the Berlin Congress,was rejected in the House Repeat this process,to entirely separate A mortgage sale was advertised in a
N. B.. just before the commencement of the of Commons, by a vote of 888 to 195, and the veneer; wash off the old glue, and
newspaper printed on this plan, and the
performance. !- •
•,( ,ji *
proceed to lay it again, as a new veneer. property was sold as advertised. The
IN a recent trial of speed at Buffalo^,
It is stated on good authoritythat a owner of the property protested against
Late advices from South America teaspoonfulof cayenne pepper mixed in the proceeding, on the ground that the
the celebrated horse Rams eclipsed all t ha
records heretofore made in trotting, and put ^ate that a pestilence is sweeping the inhabi- a quart of oil, if rubbed on harness, will advertisementthereof was not legal, beiu the shade the 2:14 of Goldsmith Maid, which tants of Bolivia, and a famine is threatened, effectuallyprotect it against the gnawcause the newspaper printing it was a
stood unequiled for so many years until Barns In the smallest curacy in the Departmentof
ing of rate. It is also said that an ounce so-called‘f patent inside.” A petition
trotted into the same notch at Cleveland. In Oochabambia 600 bodies have been buried,
the Buffalo race it was not expected that the while in Sipesipe 500 deiathshave occurred, of aloes to one gallon of oil will afiord to set aside the sale was accordingly

!

HOLL.VNDDm. MICHIGAN.

Is view of statemefatewhicii

a

.

.

•

failure

of Mr. James H. MoYicker, the proprietorand

.

manager of Chicago’s leading theater. His
embarrassment was caused by nis liabilityas a

bondsman for David A Gage, the defaulting
City Treasurerof Chicago. Judgment was
given against, himself and his fellow-bords-

men for

$600,000—

a

sum which

the

veteran manager felt that he- never would
be able to pay. The public generally will
be gratified to learn that Mr. MoVioker will
maintain ’his position at the manager of his
.

’

•’

theater, and that the latter institution will not
be closed on account of nis financial misfortune. The theaterwill reopen on the 19th of horse would e^ual his Cleveland performance,and the interment is daily angmented in nomAugust, and will eontinne,as heretofore, to as the track is not consideredas fast as that at ter. ; Tbe, fields are deeolatol,crop* remain

same protection. Our remtdy herehas been, and we have never
maintain its position as the leading place of
the former city, but in the second heat jfcgathered, unclaimed cattfe room in all direc- known it to fail, to hang the harness up
amusement in the West
he trotted the mile in 2:13#. The time of the iflftl, almost all the-dwellingsare abandoned,
so no rats can molest it. But, as some
A Silver City (Idaho) dispatch says heat was d* follows: First quartoi, 38# seo JbdaU those wbich are inhabitedare ao many
^
ondp;
----second
a quarter,
---o«,, seconds;
32#
----third qi
---scenes of. death and disease. Hundreds of people are careless in this respect, the
there are now over 100 volunteers out from
ter, 32# seconds; fourth quarter, 34# seooi
childrenare nncared for,' and sustaintheir lives red pepper, and the aloes andoir remedy
Boise and Owyhee in pursuit of the savages. Mile, 2:18#. This performance entities I
hy eating grasshoppers. Many bodies, in some had better be adopted. A friend at our
The latter aie travelingleisurely through the to the credit of the fastest heat on record, am instancesthose of entire families, remain unelbow says carbolic acid is a sure remcountry helping themselves to stock along the
line of march.... A Ban Francisco dispatch
says that "Michael Reese, news of whose
death at Wallenstein,Germany,has just been
received, leaves an . estate approximatedat
$10,00D,0()O or more, and, with the exception
of Senator Sharon, was the largest real-estate
owner in the city. Some years ago he made, a
will leaviugthe great balk of his estate to benevolent institnUong.”'
• .
<J.

V

•'

Three isomen

were- yesterday killed
tbe Missisilppibottom, ten miles west of
Jobesboro, HL, by the foiy of the elements.
The top of an oak tree was twistedoff and fell
U{km them whild they were running toward a
boo v* fbr shelter,
The Tdpeka (Kansas)
in

i

.

.

.

. Latenews receivedfrom Montana indicate
that the Nee Peroes Indians, who escaped and
joined Sitting Bull after their defeat at Bear
Paw
iw mountain last fall by the troops under
Gen. Miles, are returningto their former home
in Idaho in small bands.
.

p.

.

.

Chicago elevators contain 825,944
bushels of wheat; 1,052,476bushels of corn;
128,780 basnets of oats; 72,242 bushels of rye,
and 253,613 bushels of barley, making a grand
total of 1,833,005 bushels, against 1,744,932 bmhels at this period last year.
At Fort Keogh, D. T., a gambler named Collins shot Bigler Thomas, of the Twenty-flftn
Cavalry. Tte soldiersof his company surrounded the jail and wounded the Sheriff.
The Sheriff then abandoned the jaiL and a
fight ensued between the prisoner, Collins, and
the soldiers. A soldier named Hurley was
killed, and another named Sanders wounded.
Another company of. soldiers put down the riot,
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of certificates
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Total in treasury.
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.

51,200,000

Todleben and Schouvaloffare down

with
.The Mark Lane Express iworts the
English wheat crop in fair condition,ahd

269.316.170 typhus.
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64.628*12
323,117
89,836,039

.
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Wadi Hampton

has been
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malls,
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interest paid by the
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he discovered how
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DETROIT,

evideutBajysfaction^iogwasps manufactured their /paper ; for FwuR-^olceWhite.;/.. .v. .....
Whrat— No. 1 White ........ .....
it is pti the bopt-tpe of these fibers are kneaded together in a
wo. 1 Amber ............
a pei^h that he n^r quits kind of paste, and, when the wasp has Oobw-No.1.:..;.... ..........
is not shaken oft— Pater- formed a ball of them, she spreads it out Oats— Mixed
.

.

ot

title

to

1

I

Pm*,

-

.1! t

renominated

by the Democrats forGoternor of South Caro-

<

window, and carry with her the flbert Oats -No. .....
24$
...............
M
whioh she had collected,and to whioh
PoBK-Mees .....
.............. .10 28
8^$ continued to.add. He tiien-caMbt Lab* .......
7
..................4 00
her, and began to examine her bundle, Hoos .....
Oattui ...........................2 00 e 4 25
arid found it was neither yet moistened
CINCINNATI.
nor rolled into ft ball, as it is always WHBAT-Red ....................... 91
done before being used by the wasp in
.............................. j*
............................... 29
her building. He also noticed that be- Bra ......
60
10 25
10
fore detaching the fibers she bruised PoRK-Mess .......................
7
them into a kind of lint with her mandi- Lard..... ........................
TOLEDO.
bles. Ail tjiis he imitated with his pen- Whkat— No.
1 J® • 106J6 /
99
knife, bruising and paring the same
Cork .....
......
4t £ 48
wood till it resembled the fibers collected Oat*— No. 2...., ...............
23 £ 214

Toads as Pet.

1

city.

<

t

2

panics, Interest payable in lawful
al outstanding
---and not yet paid \ .
Interestpaid by the United States .....
Interest repaid by transportation of

with the Crescent City. At
0rleans man who persisted in
steamboat was fined $250 and

POLITICAL

1

2

Whkat— No. 2 Red

terior Department that (he railroad companies

ejected from the

.

B«xv»— Cboipe Graded Steen ..... 6
5 46
,n Choice Natives ...........4 20 £ 4 65
Reaumur stated that for twenty years
Cows and Heifers ........ 2 50 £350
he endeavored, without success, to disBotchers' Steers ......... 3 50 a 8 75
Medium to Fan’....;..-...3 70
* 1U
cover the materials employed by wasps
-Live..... .............
4 (H)
in forming the blue-gray papery sub- Hoos
FLOUB-Fattcy White Winter..1.... 6 25
stance, so much used in the structureof
Good to Choice Spring Ex. 6 00
•1
their nests. One day, however, he saw Whkat— No. 2 Spring .............. 1 00
No. 8 Spring.., ..........
89
a female wasp aligttron 8, sash of a win- Cobn— No. 2...4.
...
.7.
59
dow, and it struck' him while watching Oats-No. ........................ 24
No. 2..u...........4........ 50
her gnawing away the wood with her Rti—
Babut— No. 3........k«.......
82
mandibles that, it was from such mater Butter— Choice Creamery....... . 18
8
ials she formed the substance whioh so Eoo«— Fresh............ >.u .....
Pork— Mess ........................
9 50
long puzzled him. He saw her detach
MILWAUKEE.
from the wood a bundle of fibers,about
Whrat— No. ......
114
the tenth of an inch in lenght, and finer
xtO. 2,.;........ ..........A 07
than a hair ; and as she did net swallow Cork— No. .....................
*v W
24
them, but gathered them into a mass Oats-No. ................
Rtb— No. 1. «•••.•<••••«.w«U. >• 1*.
to
with her feet, he had no doubt but that ABORT— No. 2j..i... ..... j.i..,,, 1 06.

Within a few data we have visited a
......... flRaiiaa house where great numbers of toads are
Batinco of
United ’
oared for in the garden, where they folSlatya..
....... ............. .. j^NS*W
CommissionerRaum baa addressed a low members of the family about like
kittens throurfi the. walks. Also, m the
letter to Collectors of all diutrictein the South
large cellar, where ther$ are half a score
The prevalenceof yellow fever at New where troubleshave arisen on account of illidt or more, thefe sotrial reptiles sit about,
Orleans baa isolated (hat city almost .as ef- distilling,retting forth the williugnere of the looking wirfeJyupward while the ohtimGovernmentto deal leniently with all who will
fectually aa though ft were located ia another
infe is beinafdone,and one old warty felajpp ihoir violation of th* law.
hemisphere. Towns in Texas and on the Mis4WICBS have been receivedat the In- low has a ffrorite sppfc that' he always by the wasp

'

7*£
CHICAGO.
00 £

.

The Wasp’s IJest.

a

3

k

,

.

1_

publjalted in
the State, in which land sales might be

.

.

'

was

a newspaper printed and

\

.....

'

outside,” printed outside the State,

.

in the dtiea of ihe Ohio and MississippivalTotal coin bonds .................0,796,677,000
ment throughout Bosnia and Herzegovinais
leys by the outbreak of vindent yellow fever
Lawful money debt ................. t 14.000,000 rapidly increasing «s the Austrians advance,
at New Orleans. Stringent qnaratine regulaI ’ 9,009,640 and the inhabitants are collecting' in bands.
tions have been established at the larger Matured debt ...................
The Austrians,advancingtoward Mostsr, in
and there have been few cases north of
Herzegovina, fought a short engagementnear
Fractional currendy ...........
16,468,898 OatUk with 500 insurgents;killed several of
...... 46 631,030 them apd made some prisoners. Four AsaRobert Thompson, colored, and Mary Com and silver certificates
trians were wounded. Austrian troops are
Gross, white, who were married in 1877, and
Total without Interest .............. $ 460 029.911
alto meeting with resistancein Bosnia. At
who have since lived togetheras man and wife,
Total debt.
................
5^278,717,482 the village of Zepce the hussars were received
were arraigned before a magistrate in Alex- Total Interest ............
26.179.243 by the inhabitantsWith a volley, which was
andria,Va., last week, and committed to jail to
returned. They were again attacked in
Cash
In
treasury:
await the action of the Corporation Court.
Z wornik, and seventyAustmns killed,
....... ..... $ 207,or.7, 8 2
Fhe penally fixed by the law for the principals oom........V.... .....
Thebe are 47,000 Russians sick in
is confinement in the Penitentiary not less than
Currency liel'd ^redemption of’ tnc1*10®>317
two years.
»
tional currency. ...............
... 10,000,000 Bulgaria^ and constantreinforcements are neoThe yellow-fever pestilence is increas- Special deposits held for redemption
essary te te6p up the effective army. Gens.

peculiarityU observable that the disease attacks all classes and in all localitiesin the city,
the native and colored elements,usuallyexempt, suffering along with the rest It is
agreed, moreover,that the pestilenceis of
home origin, and not imported from tropical
points, and that the filthy condition of the
city, arising from insufficient drainage and
lack of proper sanitary measures by the local
anthoritifla,is the cause of its existenceand
rapid [spread. The most extraordinary precautions are being taken by the river towns
above New Orleans to ward off the approach of
the epidemic.

chancery. The petition fully
and squarely raised the issue as to
whether a newspaper using a “patent
filed in

,

A Belgrade dispatch says

A

tofore

legally advertised? ' The question was
fully argued before tne VieerCbanoellor,
int erred, beef uup the
grave-diggers are not
edy.
at Newark, N. J., and a decision rensufficient in numbers to execute the painfnl
duty. < i.
* i>
A Home-Made Flatter.—Let me tell dered “that such an advertisement was
In hie speech at the banquet given by you how to make a plaiter for plaiting legal and sufficient,and was both a substantial and literal compliance with the
the corporation of the city of London, a few dress-trimming ; you will find it a great
help in alteringover old dresses : Go statutory requirement ;” and the motion
days ago, Lord Beaoonafield quoted, in deGeorge Avery, John Parr, and
to set aside the sale was denied and petior his belief in the capacityof the Turks to a tinner and get two strips of tin one
Dillworth were killed, and four other men for civilization,a statement sent by American
inch wide and ten or twelve inches long. tion dismissed.
seriously wounded,by the explosionof a boiler misBiOnariento the Emperor of Germany. In
Take an awl or any sharp instrument
Among the British Indian troops now
in a saw mill a( Enterprise,W. Va.. .The city this paper the toleration enjoyed by OhristianB
and put in holes along one edge only of quartered at Malta there are some black
of Toronto, Canada, was visited, the other day, and the progressof education in Turkey siuce
by a violent rain and hail storm, which damaged the Crimean war, are dwelt upon. The premier both strips as close together as possible; Jews, members of the community of the
property to 'the amount of $500,000. Montreal insisted that this testimony was superior to the closer the holes are the finer and
B’nai Israel, existing on the coast of
was visited bv a small section of the gale, pre- any official report, for "it was that of men of prettier your plaiting will be. Then
Malabar. They claim to be descendants
ceded by a perceptible shock of earthquake.
the higheft principles and of sublime charac- take an inch-thick pine board not quite
of
the Jews sent by King Solomon to
The anthoritiesat Washington have ter, who devoted their lives to the benefit of as wide as a knitting-needle, tack cn the
India to collect ivory and precious
their fellow creatures. "....A cable disadvices from the Mexican border which indicate patch announces • reported negotiations tin strips, bringing the holes a little
stones. They differ very materially
that the Mexicans are about to make a dhow of between France and Turkey for the above the board on each side of *the from other Je*a in many, of- their reresistanceto the passage of United States cession to the former of Rhodes and board. Get a bunch of knitting-needles ligious ceremonies,and only observe
troops across the Rio Grande in pursuit of cat- Sdo, two important islands in the Grecian (I bought three dozen for 25 cents) ahd
the Jewish Sabbath and the Passover.
tle-thieves. Several successful incursions Archipelago,near to the west and southwest you are readxtetffoto work. Have the
coast
of
Asia
Minor.
Rhodes
has
an
area
of
have recently been made by the soldiers under
goods to be plaited hemmed, lay the
In Massachusettslarge numbers of
Gen. Mackenzie, and Mexican dignity appears 420 square miles andk populationof 30,000;
Scio an area of 508 square miles and a popula- wrong side Up, beginning at the end, of birds are found dead in potato fields,
to have been wonnded by these, frequent expetion of 62,000. .Nobelintr, who attempted to course. Plaoeftkmtting-needlethrough killed by Paris green scattered for the deditions.
1
murder the Emperor of Germany, has made a the first and third holes across the
struction of potato bugs.
WA BHIIvdTON.
second attempt to take his own life....
The complete returns of the German elec- board. Liff the goods back over the
Burt. Kimball has completed his setions show the result to have been the third needle and maoe e needle through
THE MARKETS.
lections of sites for life-saving stations on the return to Parliament of 93 Conservatives,
110 the second hole, thu8 Terming a small
NEW YORK.
lakes. They are to be at Manistee,Lndington, Liberalsof various shades, and 96 Ultramon- plait Lay the goods back on the Bnm ............................
|6 60 £10 00
taues.
In
sixty-six
oases
second
ballots
will
be
Muskegon and Kenosha on Lake Michigan,
board and proceed until the needles are Hoob ..............................4 60 £ 4 70
.The ratificationsof the treaty of
and Sandy Beach and a point near Port Austin necessary
...........
........... 11VO H?i
used up. Wen Iky a ‘damp cloth over COTTOH
Berlin have been exchanged by all the powers
on Lake Huron.
Flocb— Superfine ........... ...... 4 60 £ 6 26
except Turkey,, .The Sultan, however, has sig- the needles and press with a hot iron Whrat— No. 2 Chicago .............1 08 £109
The pnblie-debtstatement for Aug, 1 nified that he, recognizes the validity of the
48
49
until dry. It is beautiful when well OoBX—Wwtern Mixed ...........
34
isas follows: • j
;
treaty . Formal proclamation of the inde- done, and expensive to hire it done.— Oats— Mixed ....................... 32
Rx*— Western ..........
60
61
Six per cent, bonds ...................
$ 783,MI,2C0 pendence of Servia'willbe teadeat Belgrade Cor. Chicago Iribune.
Pork-Mess ........................
10 50 £11 00
Five per cent, bonds ..................
703,266.650 on the 22d of this month. On the same day
Labu ......... ............ .......
7J£
he now stands credited with the fastest milet
record (2:13#), the fastest mile on a half-mi
track (2:16), the fastest first heat (2:14#),
fastest second heat (2:18#), the fastest tl
heat (2:14), and the fastestthree consecu
heats on record (2:14#; 2:15, 2:14). <

Four and » half per cent, bonds ...... 246,000,000 the rule of martial'l&wwill oeeg,
112,860,000
Considerablealarm has been excited Four per oent bonds ..................

ing at an alarming pace in New Orleans.

the

from the

be

rob?Mt ‘

to™

.The President has appointed Henry C.

mtend
V,

Wm
........
paper;

J Hanover has left a fort- moving
(,000,000. He was expected her mu
And so

0«T«-'•

4 75
1 08
92

£ 6 25
£109.

£ 9#

.

EA8TL<iU!aTr’P*•••••••«.7.. 4 90 £
>

.... 4 16

‘-.tl*

5 00

-

£ 430
00-
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SABBATH HEADING.
Life's Longings.

Scenes In Italjr.
boys may bring
The skies of Italy, however, so far as
to God. Hence it is that
just now, at this particular turning the two or three days we have seen them
point in your lives, we are anxious to enable us to judge, bear no comparison
see you resolute for the right way, May in clearness and beauty to those of our
the Holy Spirit incline you to resolve to own fair land. They are much softer
be workers for Jesus,

A child ran laughing on the besch,
The aun shone warm and bright
TJp<m her waving golden hair,
ller liny form so alight
'a ao
“ I wondfr why the World’a
so fair,
Bo full of aun and song,
I wonder whj
i’t laugh
vhv big folks don
,
And play the whole oay long.

great glory

yow

atrand,

A maid waa walking on the
> ’'MtS gazed faif oht td aea^

f

T

?

than ours, making it difficult at times to
be the Lord’s.) Qth^P»ydiB8p4e
oonBcientiqus choice, and wake mirth of distinguish between ‘ mountain and
your holy 6arefhln^M, but what mates cloud, or rather to tell where the moun*

I

I

, Wheife,o*hr the auullt'watirarode
A bark ao gallantly.
“Ah, love la coming o’er the waves,
la coming aoon tome,
I wonder how, In tnia aweet world,
Old folks such shadows see.”

of na have/ been laughed at
twenty years, and are none the
worse for it; we have nad all manner of
evil spoken falsely against us for Christ’s
name's sake, but we aie all the happier
for it Oh. boys, if you are renewed in
heart, and become for life and death the
Bedeemer’s, none can really harm you.
All must be right with him who is right
with God.— C. H. Spurgeon, in The
*>
7 ’» f’
K(ome

for these

the

state. If we

in

MICHIGAN ITEMS.

America esteemed

wood as

prudently as the people of
France, better results would arise. The
timber lauds of America offer an important theme, well worth studying.
To-day I have been looking at trees of
small dimensions growing under a treatment , of artificial coloring. Ash {(is
stained so that it, grows, up like satin,
wood, and pine becomes similar to rosewood. Indeed, this commanding of
nature by science in this respect is very
interesting, and strongly suggestive of

of

There is a man in the copper region
Lake Superior who* in the early days

of copper speculationup there, hatched
out a fortune of $300,000. He squandered his money and is now in the poorhouse.

The lamber shipments from Saginaw
July
30, 30,000,000 feet. Shipments this
season, to date, are as follows : Lumber.
river exceed those of last year, to

olive

16,151,006.

’

f

Christum* *

Near by the window'sledge there sat
A granddame, old and gray—
The window looking out to sea,
Where ships at anchor
“ I wonder when mine eyes shall see
Life s ship at anchor lie,
Within God’s harbor peacefully

lay.

•

For all eternity.”

the Family.

well-doing there of the greatest import-

ance. All good onght to begin in the
family. Luther has remarked that the
Canaamtishwoman, when apparently repelled, took the sword out of the Lord’s
hand and turned it against himself.

Then

Christ said, “Oh, woman . . . .
unto thee according to thy word."
Should we not learn from her patience
and perseverance and faith in this thing?
it

are we to labor ? Begin by setting forth Christ at home. Borne feel a

How

'

To

The family is the diyine unity, not the
individual. We have opportunitiesfor

be

30,000,000 acres of land are devoted
to timber, of which 6,000,000 belong to

tains end and the clouds begin. The
and the vfne continue to be the
main products, but as we approach
267,285,987; lath, 18,611,000 ; shingles
Rome they give place to fields of wheat,
800.189,530; stoves, 1,653,580; hoops
tye, rice and maize. The wheat waa
,y7..: ,tii *
the French mind. ,t;j
just ripening for the harvest south of
Resin and turpentine, coming chiefly
Mbs. Cabbothbbs, aged about 50
the Alps, but after we crossed the Apfrom the maritime pine of the South of years, and grandchild, a little girl of 11
peuines the harvest was in progess. We
France, are very important products of years, were killed by a tree ailing across
passed immense fields of wheat in which
this country, and divide the competition the wagon they were riding in, a few
were long rows of reapers cutting it with
of our Carolines and Georgia.* A pine miles east of Stanton, Montcalm county,
sickles in the old-fashionedway. One
in France yields till it is 60 or 70 yean recently. The team stopped when the
or two overseerson horseback superinold and produces gum in the “boxes" tree storied, and Mrs, Oarrothers and
tended each gang of workmen. Instead
How to Keep a Hano.
much more profusely and profitably grandchild jumped out the back end of
The piano, is constructed almost ex- of placing it in shocks, toey haul it to- than I have seen in North Carolina, the wagon aid were caught by the tree
clusively of various kind* of woods Sod gether at once and thresh it by treading Distillingis done at a saving of some and instantly killed, while the two permetalS; cloih, skiffcaiidfelt being, used out with horses in the open field. We
per cent over the American process, sons who jumped forward escaped unin the mechanicalportion. For this saw but few stacks of grain, and nothing
there is no extravagance or waste of hurt.
reason atmospheric changes have a great that approachedto our bams. Their any kind. From the moment the tree is
following aggregates represent
effect on the quality and durability of horses, cattle and sheep are kept all the stripped, pr “axed," to the time the
the instrument, and it is necessary to year round in the open field.— Cor. resin and turpentine are barreled, the standing of State and savings banks,
Reading Times.
protect it from all external influences
economy and system are prevailing pow- as shown by a compilation of the semiwhich might affect the materials of
ers. I have seen in the Carohnas os anhoal statements made to the State
The Stores ol Venice.
which it is composed. It must be
muck improvidence in a day as wonld Treasurer. There are fourteen savings
The ladies are surprised at the numbanks in the State
• i>
shaded from the sun, kept out of a
drive a French pine planter mad in a
a*aou*ou.
ber and the magnificence of the stores
draught, and, above all, guarded against
month.— Paris Cor. Baltimore Sun*
Loans di»ooanta ..... ......... $4,087,84100
Bonds and mortgages .......... ....... . 1,000,W^OO
sudden changes of temperature.This of Venice, especially of the jewelry
Cash and oaab llama ..................7 802 00
stores on St Mark’s piazza. They are
latter is a most frequent cause of the
Real estateand Akturas ..... ..........MO 12249
Affection, Despair and Suicide,
piano getting out of tune, and the in- more numerous than those of Rome, and
Una from bank' ..... ................. 6M,’o79.00
............................
2,816.00
Charles S. Sauvinet, who, under the
strument should be kept in a tempera..... 970.68
ture not lower than fifty-four degrees
Warmoth Administration, was Civil Overdraft*.......................
LIABILITIES,
Sheriff of the city, committed suicide at
and Hot higher than eighty-six degrees
.............. .................
$1,280,000.00
136.22300
Fahrenheit.When too cold, the wood, can be bought cheaper here than in his residence.No. 6 Kerlerec street, cor- Burpin'. ............. ................
»“«bank^; ........................
Ti^MO
cities where they are made. The dry
ner of Dauphine. His devotion to one Dae depositors........ .............i.. 8,151,111.00
cloth and skin swell, and the mechangoods
and
fancy
stores, although small, of his sons, a youth about 16 years of grogt and loss .......................
80,377.1-0
ism works badly; when too warm, these
Rediscounts......a... .........
11,95200
materials shrink and cause clinking, have a good display of goods of fine age, who is seriously afflicted with a pul- Interest,premium and exobang*..,.,.66,740^0
squeaking,
other disagreeable quality. They are scattered through monary disease, was the cause which led
To**1- ..................... ...... .16 788^86.00
sounds. Moisture is the greatest ene the narrow streets, and a great number him to .destroy himself. • When the
'TATE BANKS— BESOUBOKS.
my of the piano, and it cannot be too are in the vicinity of the Rialto bridge. youth, who in his earlier years had Loans andIdlMoants
.................
..$l,«Tl, *41.00
The
majority
of the stores, however, are shown great aptitude for study, was suf-"
carefully guarded against. In a short
Bonds ..... ....... ..........
200,412.00
for the sale of provisions, groceries, etc. flciently old to be separated from his Real estate and Allures ................$4,807.00
time damp will destroy every good
348,168.00
Here we have, as elsewhere in Italy, parents, he was sent away. Some time Duo from bank. ......................
point in the instrument
..................
...... 1 8.477,00
very
few, if any, gin palaces, and only
19,618.00
since, having receiveda brilliant educa- Overdrafts .............................
The tone becomes dull and flat, the
I) LIABILITIES.
an occasional beer saloon. Diamonds tion, he re turned home. His success at
wires rusty and easily broken, the joints

it?

A woman stood upon the shore,
Hex eyes with weeping red,
Looked sadly on the cruel sea
That ne’er gave up its dead.
41 1 wonder why this world was made
So dark and full ofxare,
No wonder that life'sburden seems
Too great for one to bear.”

i Religion In

IN FOREIGN LANDS.

Father’s love are not reserved for a certain age; bojs may be saved, boys may

<

;

i..

...

.

.

..

..

difficultyof this kind; strangersdo not
know our faults, and we can speak to
them about Christ, but at home they
and
know our faults, and we have all enough
of them. We feel our consistency is
watched. Now, when we feel that we
are hindered from speaking to our own
children by a consciousnessof our own
unfaithfulness as Christians, nothing
can apneal more forcibly to an affectionate ana earnest mind in* favor of repentcan be purchased in Venice cheaper
ance and a new life. In many cases of the mechanism stiff, and the ham- than anywhere else in Europe, provided school increased the affection of his
father, who became devoted to him.
our prayers do not seem to be answered. mers do not ‘strike with precision, and,
the purchaser will bear in mind that the
I do not wonder at it when our lives if these symptoms are not attended to asking price is generally about one- Hardly had he returned home than the
first symptoms of the terrible malady
are so inconsistent. Love wins, but it at once, the piano is irretrievably
third more than they will be willing to became visible. Slowly and graduallyit
spoiled.
Therefore
do
not
put
your
is the love of Christ in us that becomes
take for the article offered. The best progressed,though every effort was
useful in drawing other souls to the piano in a damp ground-floor room, or
plan is to select what yon want, aak the made to cheek it Yesterday Sauvinet,
between
two
windows,
or
between
Lord Jesus. In regard to sickness in
price, and then offer one-third less. who had tons far clung to the hope that
onr homes, it is a time when the word of the door aijd the window where there is
They seldom allow a Customer to go
God can be brought to bear with great a through draught. Never leave the pi- away without selling him what he wants, his son might recover, commenced to
lose that hope, and, aooompanied by the
effect. Sickness is appointed for an ob- ano open when not in use, and above all
and if they cannot get their own price youth, called on Dr. Roudanez, the famwhen
the
room
is being cleaned. Do not
ject Do not think tnat nature explains
they are very apt to take what he offers. ily physician. After conversing with
everything,as is presumptuously assert- put it near a stove, chimney, or hot-air — Cor. Baltimore American.
the physician,he said to him: “Doced by some. Nothing in the nineteenth pipes. Always wipe the keys afWr playtor, is my son going to die ? If he does,
ing.
Never
pile
books,
music,
or
other
century will be so much wondered at
A HtupendonaSanctuary.
all that remains for me to do is to
in the twentiethas its presumptuous heavy things on the top. Be careful

j

.

'

babbling about finding truths which it
has not really found.
Then as to our children at school, we
need to pray for them. Bui; we are responsible for sending them there; there-

fore pray for guidance in
send them to. As

^ schools to

men

selecting
to

young

period is very
momentous, and while prayer is offered
for them let us be very sympathetic and
encouraging.— Dr. H. S. Patterson, in
The Christian,
enteric^ on

life, the

A Word

to the Boys.

When I was just 15 1 believedin the
Lord Jesus and joined the ohurch of
Christ, and nothing on earth wool

me more than to hear
writing to had been led

i

please

that those 1

am

to do the same.

twenty-five yeawi ago now,, and I
have never been sorry for what I then
did; no, not even once. I have had
It is

plenty of time to think it over, and many
temptations to try some other course,
and if I had found out that I had been
deceived, or had made a gross blonder,

I would have made a change

before'

now, and would do my best to, prevent
others from, falling into toe same delu-

was the best day of my life. Then I began to be safe and to be happy; then I
found out the secret of living, and had a
worthy object for my life’s exertions and
an nnfailing comfort for life’s troubles.
Because I would wish every boy who
reads these lines to have a bright eye, a
light tread, a joyful heart and overflowing spirits, I therefore plead with him to
consider whether he will not follow my
example, for I speak from experienceand
know what I say. ' lit- * ( ; ‘r
Onoe, as I stood musing at a window,
I saw a fly upon it, and made a brush
with my hand to catch it When I

when using the soft pedal not to thump
the notes. . Do not allow live-noteor
other exercises of small compass on a piano yon have any regard for. A leather
cover should be kept on the instrument
when not in use, and removed every day
for the purpose of dusting. A cushion
of wadding or a strip of flannel laid on
the keys will help to keep them white
and preserve toe polish. Never leave
the piano open after a musical evening
or dance. If you are obliged to have it
in a damp room, do not place it against
the wall, and raise it from the floor by
means of insulators, and always cover it
after playing. Employ the best toner
you can get, and, if a new instrument,
let it be tuned every two months daring
the first year, and at least three times a
year afterward.Always have it tufaed
after a soiree if the room has been very

Nine miles north of Cintra is the stu- throw myself in the river. I cannot see

pendous Mafra Sanctuary, $ second Es- him die," Dr. Roudanez ieplied that
onrial, without the royal sepulcher. the youth was better, but Sauvinet1said

Like its Spanish counterpart,it consists that all doctors said that, and added:
of a palace, church and convent com- “ What can I do if my son dies 7” The
bined in one immense parallelogram. doctor reasoned with him, saying that it
One authoritystates the longest side to was his duty to live and take care of his
be 770 feet, and another 1,150 feet, the son. Shortly afterward Sauvinet left,
usual discrepancy where measurements and proceeded toward his residence.On
are concerned. To give an idea of
the way, owing to his son’s feeble condiinternal magnitudeof this structure: It
tion, they were compelled to stop sevcontains886 apartments, 6,000 doors, 9 eral times. This confirmed Sauvinet in
courts, and space on the roof for 10,000 his apprehension that his son’s end was
soldiers to manenver. The architecture
approaching, and when he reached his
must be described as plain, though not residence he appeared so pale and carewithout richness in certain parts, as the worn that the members of his family, asfacade of the basilica, for instance. Tbe tonished at it, inquired from him
foundation of this wonder is due to Dorn whether he was;iiL He made no reply*
Joao V., who vowed that if an heir but.paw his son to bed and then retired
should be granted him he would erect a to his own chamber in front of the
great monastery on the site of* toe hum- building. Upon arriving there he reblest sanctuiry in Portugal. And thus moved hia coat, aeonred his revolver. a
hot,
he fulfilled his pledge upon the birth of Smith A Wesson, and laid down on his
a son. The work was commenced in bed. He then applied the mnzzle of the
The Useful and the Beautiful.
Tbe tomb of Moses is unknown; bnt 1717 and consecrated with great festivi- pistol to his right temple and pulled the
ties in 1730. No monks have resided in
trigger. The report of the pistol atthe traveler slakes his thirst at the well
of Jacob. The gorgeous palace of the the cells since 1884, when Portugal or- tracted his family, who found mw* insenwisest and wealthiestof monarohs, with dained the extinctionof their fraterni- sible on his bed. Dr. Formento was
ties. The buildings now stand a monu- immediatelysnmmoned, and upon ex
cedar, and the gold, and ivory, and even
ment
of mistaken zeal, prodigalityand amining the wound doolared science
toe neat temple of Jerusalem, hallowed
inutility,depriving the sufferingof the powerless. After lingering for threeby the visible glory of toe Deity Himworld of minions that might be joyfully quarters of an hour, during which time
self, are gone; but Solomon’s reseivoirs
expended in the work which oovereth a he was insensible,Sauvinet expired.
are are perfect as ever. Or the ancient
architectureof the Holy City, not one multitude of sum.— Lisbon Cor. Phila- He was 49 years of age, and leaves s
delphia Bulletin.
large family.— Afew Orleans Picaystone is left upon another, but toe poel
une,
of Bethsaida commands toe pilgrim’s
Betr-Drinkiog in Vienna.
reverence at toe present day. The col-
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Below We give the comparative figures
of the acreage and yield of wheat in
this State for 1877 and 1878. In averaging the yield per acre in each oounty
we have carefully examined all the statements, taking into consideration the
section covered by each. The purpose
has been to keep the estimate carefully
within the mark, n There may, however,
possibly be instances in which the
amount is overestimated,and it is quite
probable that in many the amount is
under estimated.Indeed, in some oases
wheie the average was returned so high
that in the fear that In thrashing out.
which is not wholly completed, the expectation formed may be disappointed,
we have allowed considerable margin
for .contingencies. The reports, therefore, amoly warrant the statementthat
the yield of .wheat in Michigan the
present year will not fall short of the
aggregate given, 29,868,494 bushels.
I

In round numbers the crop may be
Stated at 80,000,000 bushels, a yield
which is beyond all precedent in Michigan, and which will put theState among
the foromoet of wheat-producingStates
in the Union, The following table,

fromvthe Detroit Free Press, shows
te acreage and yield iq 1877- and
1678 in the several counties of the
State:

COUNTIES.

Aicona.......
AHeg»n ......
Alp>n» ......
Antrim ......

Bang'...,..
Barry ........
B*y ..........
Hftu*le.......
Berrien ......
branch ......
Calhoun .....
.

.

'

___

I

u;™ -i

"O

__

VT

Slavery.

can.

_

__

2U2

37,9m
499
1,740
21
49,181
804
88.722
39,573
58.702
49,633
891
842
*117
800
50,428
77
40,068
181
88,059
118

m

T

884
689
487,977
10
478

18,185
$,574
- 2,764
4,821
1, 2007488
jj, 1,612
748,696
1,848
891,081
2.820

•

(

12,510
44,036

1

86,256 ”*900,(80
8,101
62,020
1,664 < 88, OH
39,121 383,816
40,981
614,715
77,862
54,893
1,864
1,180
’ 8M
9,660
9,040
61,806 1,848,710

,.26
162 ’"sis',962
826
10,620
48,420 968,400
27i
6,420

47,

aim

VjW.446

.'66,689

410
878
41,775

<>

,

'IV

624
48,267
•I! $87
2,791

2.818
40,460
4,268
88,288
17,848 ^ 849,882 24,146 1182, W0
89.050 515 023
86,487
729.740
12 716
267,22r 14,649 800,000
89,065 j 790,125 47,718 1,097,614
54,222 1.099.871 66,218
126
2,167
280
6,846
102,798
9,084
181,080
69,613 1.099.871 69,203 1,780,065
63,062 686,787 67,448 1,318,800
644
7,784
4, '20
17,920
46,981 767.883 49.787 1, HI, 075
790
9,546
1,296
16,840
81,419 708,437 88,782
785,908
2,691
87,457
4,485
70,960
83,164 608,796 41,887
828.740
45,376 938,490 54,068 1,081,860
22,862 474,0*9 28.826 686,620
791
12,094
1,642
27,766
175
2,786
11
177
1,795
56,247
13,440
6,623
83,868
105,340
100
84,527
2,762 ' <9,060
6,478
676
H*. 925
278,674 19,475 389,500
818,786 20 818
4lfl,360
•
86,090
4,875
88,162
8,944
,..T 184,160
1,880,604 69,879 1,887 380

i

. . i

r

2412

8,425

‘‘"248

”9*1 iie
2,0i0

881.884

486/60

“S

\

T01

...$2,692161.00

......

Michigan’*Wheat Crop.

‘

--

782,800.00

......

.

m'aa

rvl

Dus Depositors. ...................... I,80?l24.00
ProAt and loaa ..................
89,781.00
Interest,premium, and exobaoga
681.00
R*1Il00Unfr ...................
87,768.00

Water is undoubtedly a very scarce
Umbrellas In Hattie.
umns of Persepolisare moldering into
dust, but its astern and aqueduct re- commodity in Vienna, cistern water beSome seventy years ago a large ummain to challenge onr admiration.The ing mostly used for drinking purposes.
brella was usually kept hanging in the Ca*rf..
There
are
very
sjowrunning
hydrante
on
golden house of Nero is a mass of ruins,
hall at good i English houses to keep Charlevoix
but the Aqua Olaudia still pours into the streets, and they are invariablysun- visitors dry as they passed tb and from Cheboygan...
Chippewa....
Bcme its limpid stream. The Temple of rounded by girls and women with buck- their carriages. Coffee-house keepers Clare
etsand
tubs,
waiting
their
turn
to
secure
the Sun, at Tadmore, in the wilderness,
Clinton .....
provided in this way for their frequent- Delta ........
has fallen, bnt its fountain sparkles in a snpply. There are also wagons with
ers; but men disdained to carry such a Baton. ......
its rare, as when thousands of worship- hogsheads that go around to sell water.
convenience through the streets. It was Emmett......
Genesee ......
ers thronged its lofty colonnades.It It is said to be unwholesome, and, if
held effeminate, indeed, to shirk a wet- Gladwin.. .
opened my hand the fly was sot inside, may be that London will share toe fate drunk continuously,will lead to chronic
ting. “Take that thing away," said Grand
but still on the same place on toe glass.' of Babylon, and nothing be left to mark affections of the bowels. It is what is
Traverse ..
Lord Cornwallis to a servant about to Gratiot
......
Scarcely thinking what I did, I made it save mounds of crumbling brick- called hard water, but we have never
bold the house umbrella over him; “ I Hillsdale.,,.
found
it
unpalatable,
though
a
lump
of
and work. The Thames will continue to
another brush
brush with my hand, and
am not sugar or salt in a shower. ’’ Dur- Huron .......
thought I had captured the insect^ but flow as it does now. Andif any work of ice is a great improvement to it in this
Ingham......
tli a Hum A r A an It Thom
ahnnl/1
__
weather. There are, however, very few ing the action at the Mayor’s house, Ionia ........
with "the
same result. There was the art
art should
rise over the deep ocean,
near Bayonne, in 1818, the Grenadiers 0*00. .......
viotim, quietly retaining his place in time, we may well believe that it will people in Vienna who drink water, and
Isabella......
under Col, Tyohng occupied an unfin- •lack
tun ......
spite of me. It was on the other side be neither a palace nor a temple, but many who never touch it Beer is the
ished redoubt near the high road. Kalamazoo..
of the glass. And when I saw that it was some vast aqueduct or reservoir;andif daily and hourly drink of almost every
Wellington, happening to ride that way, Kalkaska....
so, I smiled at my own folly. Those any name should flash through the mist one, old and young. It is part of their
Rent ........
beheld the officers of the Household Lake .........
who attempt to find pleasure out of of antiquity, it would probably be that daily food, just as coffee or tea is with
Regiment protecting themselves from Lapeer .......
Christ will experience a like failure, for of the man who, in his day, sought the us. When families are dining at the
the
pelting rain with their umbrellas. Leelanaw....
Lenawee .....
thty are seeking on toe wrong side of happiness of his fellow men rather than restaurantsthe beer-mug stands by the
This was too much for the great chief s Livlugaton...
the glass. When we are on the side of glory, and linked his memory to some plate of old and young, male and female,
equanimity, and he instantly sent off Maoomb .....
Jesus Christ, and, having believed in peat work of nationalutility or benevo- and it is even put to toe Ups of infants.
Manistee ....
Lord
A. Hill with the message : “ Lord Manltou.. ..
i -Qd forgiven, then lence.1) This is the trne glory which Vienna beer does not, however, seem to
Wellington does not approve of the use Marquette...
rill be successful; outlives all others, and shines with un- have any intoxicating effect, and it never
of umbrellas under fire, and cannot Maaon. ......
Mecotfa .....
—
labor in vain, and dying luster from generation to genera- occasions a headache. We have seen
and been in toe company of men who allow tbe gentlemen’ssons to make Menominee..
spend our strength for naught It is
themselves rtdicnlonsin the eyes of the Midland .....
will drink a dozen large glasses of an
of no use digging for coal where the
Misaankee...
_
Monroe ......
evening without observing the slightest "“L”
strata show that there cannot be any;
A14JL4A
AAAxJAA UVUAUft&CD
Montcalm....
and equally useless is it to try after toe ordinary monument of historical inebriating effect We, doubt if they
White
__
Muskegon....
happiness where God’s word, and toe tradition or mere magnificence.— Ddiu- could drink as much American beer with
The two little Itoliau slaves have been1 (MUtod!
impanity. The Austrians are undoubt. experience of those who have gone be- burgh Review.
edly a sober people, as it would be diffi- rescued from their weary life in New i™**8*
(\iare us, assure us that happiness cancult to And * place wherei spirituous York, but the slaveholder goes free.
inot be found. But then it is all toe
It is well known that persons who
The testimony of the child- musicians
.more needful that we should seek it have been deprived of one or more of liquor is sold.— Cor. Baltimore Amerishowed conclusivelythat they were driv- Ottawa a... ..
where it can be had, and give our- the senses commonly acquire increased
en like slaves to their cheerlesstask, Preequ
ue Isle
selves at once to the search. He who acutenessin the remaining ones. The
French Foreete.
rated like slaves if they failed to bring
/ believes in the Lord Jesus is blessed in
following case, cited by Dr. Erasmus
In France what is called k “forest" home as much money as their master
the deed.
Darwin, is a remarkable instanoe; “The wonld, in America, be styled a “ damn thought they onght to have earned, fed
What hinders you from Moving? late blind Justice Fielding walked in of trees." But mark the di4
and lodged like slaves, and were sure...i
results. In France woodland;
rounded with influencesthat must have it. Joseph.
ly prised, though she im
made them in time the victims of a still
salvation ? May the Spirit of God load few words, said, - Hbia room iiabout 22 3,000,000 francsY worth of
per more degrading bondage. What
annum. Exclusive of fire ptr
she even worse, their testimony proved
.
----riftaT
^Uad
.Sh the groatest^ ft uses 9,500,000metres of wood
year they were deliberately sold by their pE- Wexfonlbe Christians;the gifts of our heavenly curacy by the ear."
for works of industry and
Borne rents into this miserable existence.
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the means and cost of the

Ladies’ Best Goat Button Shoes, $2.00,
Ladies Best French

journey, but the circulation of such books
is

Saturday, August 10, 1878.

$3.00,

Shoes, 75 cents and $1.00, elegant styles

3ST

Home

hands which can be done by private perMr. Secretary Schurz, haring a pretty sons or corpoiations, the task of gathering
taste for literature,has read the laws by such information as is desired by would
be emigrants

is

somethingwhich can bo

easily done by the government without,as

Rapids.
For

a beautiful lot of

2)4 yards, go to the

cheap

E. J.

A tkacher asked one of
the strongest mao ?

her pupils

Jonah,” he

those railroad corporations to fix the price the wants, the business chances and so
replied "because the whale could not hold
of their lands expired by limitationthree forth in the places to which they are sent;
him down after he had swallowed him.
years after the roads were finished.He these reports are undoubtedly of value to
Not
so with biscuits made with Smith’s
has thertfore,made a ruling under which manufacturersand merchants seeking new

Saleratus. They are nice to the eye
the unsold lands of the Central Pacific, markets for their goods. Why should not
pleasant to the taste and sweet to the
the Union Pacific, the Kansas Pacific and the government servants in the rural parts
the Denver Pacific Railroads, amounting of the Western and Southern States under- stomach. It is made by a new process.
in all to something more than twenty- take a similar work! The postmaster
A nice lot of Carpets at from 20 to 75

Roger Williams, R.

Linen Dusters,

I.

PANTS, VESTS, ETC.
Men’s Boots, and Shoes, will
be slaughtered to make

H jlund, Mich., August 7th. 1878.

Howard & McBride.
sa-rf

room for a large new

•

A Fresh Stock of

GROCERIES
Is

offered to the Public and vrIU be sold Cheap
for

BOOT,
1878.

goods will be sold very cheap
for the next few days.

ests

Some people imagine that rich men are
of corporationsand to the hurt of
It gives to every American who becoming more wedded to riches, more

wants land

to cultivate full

opportunityto

aggressive in the acquisition of wealth, at

N.

B.

English Breakfast TEA
And

buy a the expense of the working classes. Hence
Hand made Calf Boots, $2.50 aud $3.00
homestead at $1.25 an acre, which has the agitation in favor of Socialism. There at the Great Chicago Bankrupt Boot and
hitherto been held by the railroads at may be grounds for this imagination,but Shoe Store, 28 Canal street, Grand Rapids.
we have yet in our midst our Peter Coopabout $5 or $6 an acre.
choose from the land grants and

It

to

is suggestedin some quarters that in

re’s, our George

Sheetings, Muslins, etc
Sheetingsfrom 1 yard wide

Advertisement.
of

lands involved.

It

however, that this

should be remembered, dress is Ogdensburg, N. Y., who has had
is not an alteration of
placed iu his hands a simple cure for Con-

the original agreement

the expiration of that time

at

Ever Introducedinto this City.

We

un- with instructions for preparing and using,

SOLD ONLY TO SUBSCRIBERS.

railroads, not to give them the power to

speculate at the expense of the people by
withholding their lands from the market

neither thought nor expense to still farther beautify aud improve the broad pages of the work.

While urging the necessity of cnltivatiuga taste
for tue beantlinl In Nature and Art. The AUline
has not been unmindful of the force of example
aud illustration,ihereiore it haa been a constant
has
distributed over one million of study to show, iu the pages of the work itself,
those recipes, and in this part many have that improvement so certainly consequent upon
sincere devotionto each subjects.As m the past,
been cured by the use of the
is so in the fa. are, I fie Aldine will continue to be sn
exsmple of the progressive and refining luflnences
said to be very reliable, and those
of connection ana as»o«istion with the beautiful
are troubled with any of those diseases and true.

now

same,

who

of the grants

was

would do well to address the philanthropic The volume now in preparation, while it will not
sadden!/ depart from the general course of its
condition old gentlemau, and have a trial of the predecessors, will yet present many modifications

The

therefore both wise

just. The privilege granted

to

the

and

-

-

recipe, w’hich has cured so

rail-

-«•»-

and improvementa, the result of sindy and expert
ieuce in fittingThe Aldine to worthily maimaiu Us
position as ••The Art Jouroal of America.”

many,

You must Cure that Cough.

road companies was a very valuable one,

for which the public received compara-

and the

Best White Lime

to the unsettled or newly-settledwestern

subject of

much

--E.

debate, a want of definite,

authoritativeinformation is felt as to

may

expect to find

when

to

Bakery.

they get

much money it is necessaryto
begin work with a fair chance of

of

private emigration

to families who

would

thrive

_

be found at E. J. Harrington. This is the
finest

and best Lard for family use in the

United

faith in the rose-colored statements of the
societies.

The climate of some places may be

25-8w

N. K. Fairbank’s tin caddy Lard can

making a living, and such details as may
guide a man who does not wish to put his
agents

—

HARRINGTON’S.

Ice cold temperance drinks, at the Pessink

there, how

have

J.

Candies, Nuis, Oranges, Lemons and

where emigrants are wanted and what
they

only $1.00 per barrel

at

States.

Golden machine, and Pure Lard Oil,
always on hand, at the drug store of
J. O. DOESBURG.

fatal

a thousand

H.

MEYER & CO.

Jasper Caswell.
Defendant.

At a session of said conrt, held at the Court
House in the city of Grand Haven, on the flth day
of July, 1878. Present: The Honorable Dan J.
Arnold, Circuit Judge.
In this cause it satisfactorilyappearing by the
affidavit of Stephen L. Lowing, that the defendant.
Jasper Caswell, is not a resident of this State, but
is a resident of the State of Oregon, and that no
county and state, which mortgage was on the 20th service,of process can ho made on him for that
.
day.or September, 1878, recorded in the office of
On motion of Messrs. Lowing St Cross, solicitors
the Register of Deeds for the County < f Ottawa, in
Liber V of mortgages, on page 180, and whereas for the complainant,rr is orders::,that the said
there is now dne and unpaid upon said mortgage defendant,Jasper Caswell, cause his appearance
by reason of the breach of the covenants therein con- in this cause to be entered within one nnndred
tained, and as provided therein, the sum of two days from the date of this order, and in case of
hundred and fifty dollars,also an attorneyfee of his appearance,he cause his answer to complainant’s bill to bo filed and a copy thereof to be served
fifty dollars,providedfor in said mortgage as often
as any proceedingsshould be taken to foreclose
the same; and nosuitorproceedinghaving been institnted either at law or in equity to recover the
same or any part thereof, and the same being now that the said bill be taken aa confessed by the said
dne and unpaid; Now, therefore, notice is hereby defendant,Jaaper Caswell.
And U 1$ further ordered-, that within twenty
given, that by virtue of the pow er of sale in said
mortgage contained,and of the statute in such days the said complainantcansc a notice of this
order to be published In the Holland Crrr News,
cose made and provided,onTkiax«da|rt]ie
public newspaper, published and circulating in
day of August, 1878, »trt»e froLt door ol asaid
County of Ottawa, and that said notice be
the Court Honse, in the city of Grand Haven, in publishedonce in each week for elx successive
said Ottawa conntv. at 10 o'clock in the forenoon weeks, or that he cause a copy of this order to be
of said day, the undersigned will sell at public personally served on the defendant,Jasper Casauction,to the highestbidder, the premisesde- well. at least twenty days before the time above
scribed iu said mortgage, to satisfysaid debt, atb r- prescribed for his appearance,
nev fee. and costs and expensesof sale of said
DAN J. ARNOLD, Circuit Judge.
premises, being described as follows, to-wlt: All
Countersigned:A. A.Trackt,
that certain piece or parcel of land situate and
Rtgieier In Chancery.
being in the township of Blendon in ttie comity
A true copy. Attest: A. A. Tracbt,
of Ottawa and State of Michigan, and known and
ReqielerinChancery.
described, as follows,to wit: The north-east quarLowing A Cross, coTr» for CompTt. 28-7w
ter tJf) of the northeast quarter (M)of seciou

reason.
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BOOTS & SHOES.
A

In one part

The

of Texas blacksmithsmay be

r-

Shoe Store

wanted, while millers have not enough to
<io;Yn another part tbo reverse muy be

the

case.

It la true that

books have been pab

liahed from time to lime, givlog such

cf the South, together with

minute

«ery

i0*""18'^

ac-

counts of differentparts of the West nnd

Chicago Bankrupt Boot and
sells A No. 1, hand-made Kip

Great
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\
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^

pair warranted for *2.50, 28

0[ gumme, shawls just re-

infor-

Rubbers, Slippers
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Ladies’ walking shoes, etc.,

J.

HARRINGTON.

at

a bargain

at the

Cheap yash Store of
S. J.
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NEW

STORE!

H.W.VERBEEK&C0.
Have re-opened their extensive Furniture business, closed by the big fire of 1871, on the corner of

Ninth

River Streets.

Yery Low Prices.

generally.

A complete

AlMMn
JAMES

A

AT

<

V

klaM

HOLLAND,

Dated

come ami

racEirix;
Planing Mill,

;

il

stock;

yourself.

see

com,

BUTTON,
Vmag
New

GRAND RAPIDS,

ni

E.

Gentlemen. Also,

Sc
Has become widely known as the on'.) compes reputatent and reliabletraveling Physician.
tion has been acquired by honest, fair dealing and
In opening this store we open the finest and
years of successlnl practice in the treatment of all largest Furniture store in Ottawa Co., and respectChronic Diseases and Deformitiesas a specialty. fully Invite our old customers to come ana exPLAN OF PUBLICATION,
Does not claim to be infallibleor to know every- amine our stock of goods, constating of the finest
The Aldine volumes will, in Ihture,be completed thing, or to care everybody; but does claim that a and best kinds of furniture to the cheapeai,inin 24 parts, at fit) cents etch, published monthly large and extensive practice and unparalleled suc- cluding all the latest styles, such as East Lake,
and sold only to subscribersfor the complete cess, aa evidence to anatain It, la the beet proof of Queen Anne, etc., which we offer at
volume. Subscriberswill pay on delivery for the a physician’s skill. He treats annually from five to
parts actnally received, aud uo canvasseror de- six thousandpersons. Experienceis worth everyliverer is autnorizedto vary these terms in any thing. Knowledge gained nrom treating and enring
way or to make any representationson the faith cf thousands of cases enables him to know the
the publishers outside of the regularprospectus. canse and the remedy needed. He never Injured a
The Aldine will not be sold by book or newsdealers human being by excessivedragging, or destroyed
Having bought everything new we can sell lower
a life by experiment and it is not necessaryto with a small profit, than old stock can be sold “at
,
Any person desiring to act as the agent for any change diet or occupation while under hla treat- coat.”
particular locality,should apply promptly, giving ment.
If yon are afflictedwith Diseases of the Eyes,
lull particularsas to business, references, and territorydesired. Liberal arrangementswill be made Ears, Head. Heart, Throat, Lungs. Chest, Bplne,
with the best partlesf
Liver. Stomach. Bowels, Kidneys,Genetro Urinary
Orgata, Brain, Nerves, Bones, Joints, Deformities.
for
Malformations, Catarrh, Rheumatism, Sores, Ulcers
TSE
Tumors, Cancers, Blood or Skin, and all persons
that are troubledwith any ailment or inconvenPresident.
Remaining Proprietors of the
leoce of any name or nature, are invited to call and
!18
Street,
York*
investhatebefore they abandon hope.
Canuid-lnopinion,reasonablein charges, and
will not urge or persuadeyou to take treatment,
and no one will be treated unless there is a strong
probabilityof a cure or permanent benefit.Make,
vroricB is
>y given, that the co-partner- Interrogation and decide for yonrself. Consults
tion free. MedicinesCash, don’t ask for credit.
ship herd
re existing between H. K. Lnco
We ore prepared to mannfhctnrelurnltoroto order
and R. R. "
under the firm name of Luce
WILL BE
and can afford to sell common ware very cheap.
Perkins, dol\
leas In the City of Holland,
City Hotel, from 8 p. m. on
1ms this day
dtfblvcd by mutal consent. Theuued by wr. tl. It" Luce, who Thursday,August 29. nntll 3 p, m , Friday, August 80. j of^fanfe
of Doors'.
hu-fuess wi
will settle
its of the firm.
Rathbnn House, on the Push and Blinds, etc..
Ist.ai
H. K. LUCE.
it .and i&tn days of every mouth. Address, Dr.
i

cejv(;d„t

complete stock of Boots and Shoes

for Ladies’ and

Dissolution Notice.

miles further to the north or to the south.

^

Order of Publication.
OTATB OF MICHIGAN:The Circuit Ceurt for

Additional jfond

territoriesand the Southern States is the

Cheap

E. J. Harrington.

In the more mechanical departmentof the arrangement or make up, changes in themselves
slight,will largeiy enhance the general beamy of
the pages, which had already won admiration so
hearty and nuiversai.
Editorially, The Aldine wiW deal broadlyand
fairly with An In general nnd American An In parUcular. Careluliyprepared papers will keep the
reader well informed on all Art toplca of the important Art centres of this country arid Europe.
The imponam exhibitionswill receivefail and twenty -throe (28) Town fix (rt) north of range lourtimely notice; aud anlsts whose achievements teen (14) west, containingforty acres, bo the same
have won for them the right, shall be introduced more or less.
aud given a proper persoualllty by sketches bioDated, Grand Haven. May 3rd, 1878.
graphical ana critical. It will be the purpose of
STEPHEN L. LOWING, Morigagte.
the Kditoc to earn for the Criticalsnd Literary DeLowing dt Cross, Attorney/ for Mortgagee.
partment of The Aldine a recognition in every way
18-13w
wurtuy of its established snd admitted pre-emin-

With Shiloh's Consumption Cure you
recipients can cure yourself. It has established the
of so large a gift have certainlyno right, fact that Consumption can be cured, while
for Coughs, Bronchitis, Whooping Cough,
either in law or morals, to count it a hardAsthma, and all other diseases of Throat
ship that the government insists upon the and Lungs, is absolutely without an equal,
observanceof the gift's couditions. The Two doses will relieveyour child of Croup,
provisionsof the law were plain, and it is pleasant to take and perfectly harmless to the youngest child, and no mother
every buyer of a land grant bond had opcan afford to be without it. You can use
portunity to know what these provisions two thirds of a bottle and if what we say
were. One of the companies at least dis- is not true we will refund the price paid.
Price, 10 cts. 50 cts. and $1.00 per bottle.
tinctly set forth the conditions in a circuence iu Art illustration.
If your lungs are sore or chest or back
Tux Art Depautmbkt of this volume will be
lar letter. If any mao has suffered the
lame use Shiloh’s Porous Plaster. Sold richer in representationsof American natural
venders of these bonds to deceive him as by D. R. Meengs, H. Walsh, W. Van scenery than any of its predece-sors.To aid a
popular decision on the claims of rival localities to
to the railroadcompany's tenure of the Putten aud J. O. Doeahurg.
the title, “The Switzerlandof America,”our
artists are exploringthe wonders ol those regions
mortgaged lands, his folly has been unHave you Dyspepsia,are you constipa- of onr country which have more recently bieu
fortunate, but it has been his own. Hav- ted, have you a Yellow skin, Loss of Ap- brought into notice. The Yo bemiteand the V ellowstons,the bierras and the Kocklea shall be
ing made its enormous gifts to these cor- petite, Head Ache, if so, don’t fail to use brought home u> the patrons of The Aldine— b\U
Shiloh’s System Vitalizer. It Is guaran- not to the exclusionor neglect of onr glorious old
porations subject to certain conditions aud
teed to relieve you, aud will you continue Aileghanies and their more familiar surroundings.
Experience,and capital largelyincreased by the
reservationsin behalf of the people, it is to suffer when you can be cured on such
liberal patronage of an appreciative public, has
the strict duty of the government to insist terms as these. Price 10 cts. and 75 cts. made possible the introduction of greater system
upon the fulfilment of those conditions. Sold by I). R. Meengs, H. Walsh, W. and plan in selecting the Art exhibits, so as to
belter coverall desirable ground, onabliug an harVan Putten and J. O. Doesburg.
monious and Judiciouscombinationand progresIn so insisting Secretary Schurz has desion so to speak, throughthe wide world of Art.
parted from precedent in not dodging the
Wells’ Persian Perfume “Hack met ack” Examples by figare, animals aud landscape painters
main question upon a technical point, and is rich nnd fragrant try it. Sold by D. of every senool—ancientand niodern— American
R. Meengs, H. Walsh, W. Van Putten and or foreign, will appear with nil the old refreshing
has met in a manly way u question involvvariety, bat with an added advantage of more deJ. O. Doesburg.
liberate arrangement and deiiuedpurpose, to Ining an important right of the people.—AT.
st, net aud inform at well to to dcl glit.
The publishers have entire coiiUiience that the
7. Evening Pint.
public will continue the evidence of their appreciation of these efforts to maintain an Art publication that shall be characteristic and wortny of
WHERE TO GO AND SETTLE.
the progress and liberal tastes of Americana,aud
Remember, if you owe us, that it takes they anticipate with pleasure the opportunityfor
At the present moment, when the ques
a practical verdict on their past achievements
money to buy paper.
which the commencementof a new volume affbrda.
tion of emigrationfrom towns and cities
tively little in return,

^

Storeof*

ve.

for an indefinite time while awaiting a
large advance in price.

the country.

offer all

2&-8in

sold lands should be subject again to pre- requiring only that the party so sendiog
emption at the government price. The enclose a stamp to pay the postage. He
purpose of the governmentwas to aid the
Companiesin the construction of their

N. K. Fairbank’s Tin Caddy

at extremely O the County of Ottawa— In Chancery.
Jane Caswell,
low figures. Come and See.
Complainant,

dis-

all

See.

AJSri>

sumption,Catarrh, Asthma, Headache
Complete in 24 Parte, at 50 Cents Each.
Mortgage Sale.
and Nervousness. The old gentleman
tinct provision that the road companies
TX7HEREA8 default has been made in the conISSUED MONTHLY.
has means which make him independent,
v V ditlons of a certain mortgage,made and exshould have the right to fix the prices on and he employs his time and money in a
eented on the sixth day of November, 1872, by Eli
Argerslnger
and Melissa Argersinger, his wire, of
It
is
the
purpose
of
the
publishers
to
persevere
their lands until three years bad elapsed
very laudable enterprise. He sends the in their efforts to keep T/u Aldine, to sn exponent the township of Blendon, County of Ottawa, and
after the completion of the roads, and
recipe free to any person sending for it, of Art work, free from competition, and to spare State of Michigan,to Stephen L. Lowing of said
that

and

—

in letter or spirit.

The land grants were made with the

cheaper than ever. Call

(’hairs, Etc.

WALNUT CASKETS

the 9th Volume, 1878-9.

The Art Journal of America.

** yards wide.

Also, No. 1 Mackerel, for sale
cheap.

Lounges,
Easy

THE ALDINE, FINE COFFINS

security pledged for their bonds, most of One of those is an old retired physicianby
which are secured by mortgage upon the the name of J. P. Mountain, whose ad|

to

Ladies hose in endless variety,

Lard, the best in
Parlor Suits,

-Also the best

Nightingale’s—who think more of the
the government wrongs the holders welfare of the struggling classes, than
Prospectus
of the land grant bonds of these many are aware of, and who employ their
corporations, amounting to about $24,000,- time and money in extending good to as
000, by greatly lowering the value of the many as possible in their declining years.

splendid variety of other Teas.

A New and Beautiful

Peabody’s and our Miss

asserting its rights under this law,

u

A ,arg0 lot°r new BIc*chedand Unbleached

Sewing Machines

Spring chickens wanted immedi-

ately, for which the highest market price
will be paid.

SUPERB ARTICLE OF

A

NEW- FURNITURE
-

people.

allthat class of

' Hats, and

’

(ITTEAPI

stock.

Fans, Parasols, Gents’ Summer

Cash by

-

VAN DUREN.

i?

$19.UJ01U0e.

P

G. J.

AS

STTOH
Cal.

eight and one-half millions of acres, are might sum up the state affairs in bis dis- cents per yard just received at
.....
thrown open to settlement and purchase trict once a month on a single sheet of
E. J. HARRINGTON.
OppositeH. Meyer & Co's Furniture Store.
under the pre-emption laws at $1.25 an foolscappaper. The labor would not be
Don’t
fall
to
visit
the
Great
Chicago
acre.
worth mentioning, while a valuable body
This decision is one of great importance
Bankrupt Bjot and Shoe Store, 28 Canal Tobacco and Cigars, Candies, Nuts,
of informationcould thus be accumulated.
and a full line of staple Grocerin more ways than one. It at once unThe exact places where emigrants are street, when you visit Grand Rapids. Wc
ies can always be found at
does the work of giving the public dowanted would be made known. If a guaranteeyou a saving of 40 per cent.
this Store.
main to corporations,so far at least as
blacksmith was needed in one village, a
The
finest
No.
1
Mackerol
can
be
found
that policy interferedwith the right of
physicianin another, and a shoemaker in at the cheap cash store of
Respectfullysoliciting a share of your trade,
the people to settle on public lands and
you are invited to call and nee for yourself.
E. J. HARRINGTON.
a third, these facts could he set forth. The
P BOOT
buy them at the governmentprice. It
prices of land could be given, and the kind
Holland, Anguat 9,
Four Badger State Fanning Mills will be
does not retake the granted lands to the
of land described. More minute particusold cheap, call and see them at the waregovernment, as the proceedsof all these
lars the postmastersmight be required to house of E. J. Harrington. They ate for
sales under the pre-emption laws must be
furnish on personal application. The sale cheap for cash or produce.
paid into the railroad treasuries; but it
need of this sort of informationexists, and
puls these lands again in the market at
The highest market price paid for good
We have Inst added to our stock of
why cannot the postmaster be utilized in
fruit, poultry,eic, and a good supply of
preciselythe same price that is charged
supplying it?
fruit, honey, etc, always on hand at the
for other government lands, and thus unALL KINDS OF
Meat Market of
does what has been rightly regarded as a
George Peabody and Socialism,
misuse of. the public domain in the inter-

-

SUMMER GOODS

Y.

W« represent the above reliable Fire Insurance
Companies,in this I’lty, wttn a total cayitalof over

so,

who was

Fund of

N

Orient of Hartford, Conn.

cash store of

HARRINGTON.

of

Firemans’

bleached Sheetings,from 1 yard wide to

decessorsin office appear to have neglected

it seems to us, any violation of principle.
and reading those laws he dis- Our consuls in foreign ports make frequent
covers that by their terms the right of reports concerning the state of commerce,

f$-tr

Bleached and Un-

New

York,
British America,
Under writters of

small scale. Although the Nkws is at the Great Chicago Bankrupt Boot and
against putting work into (lie government Shoes Store, 28 Canal street, Grand

which land grants were made to the
Pacific Railroads, a thing which his pre*

GREAT REDUCTION
- 1

Insurance Notice.

small. For a private society to under- Ladies Best Serge Shoes, $1.00. Walking

take such a work is possibleonly on

THE LAKE GRANT DECISION.

to do

Kid Shoes,

•

|

R.R. PKRKIN8.
IgtUt 2nd, 1878. 25-4w

J. C. Kennedy.Rathbnn House, Grand Rapids,
Mich., with-s'amp.

H.

Hollas

d.

W. VERBEEK &

Mich., July 15, 1871.

Uo.

),

The

Ifltting*.

2nd Ref. Church (Hope) have eif

Lord

tended a call to Rev. A. Thompson,

—
of Hope

of Readington, N. J.

-

Rkv. G. Dangremond, has received a
call from Fremont Centre, Mich.

-

Mr. A. A.

.

Pkof.

—

—

Crispell,

Pfanstiehlwill preach in

day, and

his

was nominatedon Thursday last, as

Mu.

at

Van

greenback candidatefor Representative in

The

We

splendid reception in the city of Grand
Rapids, on Wednesday
banquetted in

the

are sorry to learn of

01

death

for Ottawa County.

He

List of letters remaining in

died on

ke

Thursday morning last at his home in
Lainont, in this county. Mr. Perlee was

Hotel.

l.

foil received at

'ABLETS,

|

we

By request of

tlie

Re

bMc„n

-

J

a

fo||owl

C(J

J ;

.,A

day, but we could not obt.l„ the pa.ticu/ Rt.publlc,m C,ucuit, t0 Domlnate dc|eg„te8

the Post

HEADSTONES

MONUMENTS
And

all ktnda

Eighth Street, City or Holland

of

CEMETERY WORK
- IN STONE. --

A Complete a^eortmentof Children'lland Infanta'
shoes fur flail and winter, and a fail line of
Ladles' and Gentleman'swaar.

We keep conatanilyon hand the beat kind of
stock, and alio a nice variety of deilgna. Letter
(ng done in the English, Holland and German languages, aa
^

desired.

O. Warner, C.F, Garland, C. Hughes,

•

which happened on hi, premia on Thurs- lmltlee

OF

BOOTS & SHOES
E. HEROLD,

Perkins,

callTnd^see us.

at Holland, Mich., Augusts, 1878:

Kooijers, residing at Noordeloos,had sus- lc^rc*e 01 friends

mined severe Injurle. from «,me accident

—

Manulacturers«f

I am now selling the Howe hewing Machine,
will hencefortn keep it for aala at my store.
Peddling machines with wagons haa been abolished
for the simple reason that the prices of machinea
aie too tow to admit of any expense in that way
Call In and get bargaina. «

and

-

Wm. Verbkek, P.
—

Work Warranted and

All

Daniel Biuckmer.

perfect gentleman and hud a very large

Wk are informed that Mr. Jan H..a

&

iuce

Mr. W. T. Perlee, formerly Register of

and he was
Deeds
at Sweet’s

last,

evening

me

G. Koning, bought so much fruit

ouno Man— Do you wish to make
ourself a success! Then attend the
Grand Rapids Business College and Practical Training School. Send for College
Journal,containingparticulars.22-3w

Raalte’s farm, accidentally

her head— and— she’s alive and well yet

old veteran, Gen. Shields, had a

STOCK
—

3NTEW

and took it to Manistee, on Friday Iasi
We hope Mr. Koning'a energy will be
crowned with success.

sermons are highly praised.

'tumbled off a load of hay and struck

Congress.

A Large and Fine

this week mat he loaded the steamer Gem,

Tuesday last, the wife of Mr.
iddelhoek residing across the way froi

the

long as

College,

and evening.
Hon. C. C. Comstock, of Grand Rapids,

“as

there will be a

CORNER CEDAR A EIGHTH 8TREKT8.

Allegan,morning and evening,last Sun-

Hope Church to-morrow, morning and

an England

Belgium.’’

preached in the Presbyterian church

...

Beaconsfietd says

there shall be

Prices Low.

M.

One of our local fruit-growers furnished
Give us a call before you order, and
us by request a prospectiveview of our
ronize your home industry.
fruit-crop, and estimates the peach crop
Holland, Mich., Ang. 25 1877.

pat-

HEROLD.

E.

Holland, Mich., Sept.

1,

1877.

lars.

County Convention, which will be at one-half to two thirds of last year’s
crop. There seem to be but few dropping
Mr. P. Boot— who was better known, held at Grand Haven, Tuesday, Aug. 20th,
at present. The most of the dropping
at Bertsch’s,as “Peter”— has opened his will be held on Friday evening next, at the
took plate during the change of leaf and
store and offers a choice stock of groceries store of Mr. D. Te Roller.”
was caused thereby. Apples are still dropto the public, cheap for cash. The store
Messrs. G. Van Putten & Sons are mak- ping some, and will probably yield oneis immediately next to D. Meeng’s drug
ing preparationsto move their stock of half of an average crop, though some
store, and is centrally located. Go and
groceriesand dry fcoods into their new orchards are fairly loaded.
give him a call and see for yourself.— See
store. They intend to get all moved and
advertisementin another column.
Mr. James Smith, firemen on the enstraightenedout by next Tuesday, and
to the

Mr. T. Keppel’s team, on Tuesday

last

old stand occupied before the

hauled a load of wheat of seventy-si
bushels from the

e

barn

e

Mary Groh

ia

but recently been put

in, lost

and

gers. The proprietors §f the boat inform

make

^

an unpleas^lesmoni, and must be seen ant furlough. Dr. Schouten attended to
be app^ciated.They sell cheap for the brother in distress.

following are the arnvals and clear-

ances up to Friday morning:

witer, and

arrived.

truffle

Aug. 5— Prop. M. Groh, Chicago. I home, 1 brl
pork, 1 brl liuaeed oil, 5 pkga

mdM.

“

“ 7—

M.

to this city.

Groh, Chicago, 8 brl sugar, 1 brl
whiskey,9 ton Iron, 8 kegs nails,
:S2

“

Hiram

Potts, Esq., retires

from

8— Schr.

Wm.

the

pkgs mdse.

fiaies, light.

EIGHTH

,

7— “

John T. McMann. The
Courier is now a straight out national
greenback paper. It is the second organ
of that party in Ottawa county. There
is no democratic paper in the county. Mr.
is succeeded by

r r tlea, 80
ft

HOLLAND; MICHIGAN.

ST.,

D R

VAN RAALTE.

K.

CROCKERY!

was

From and

P*

„

NO.

and will keep on hand a comThe above firm make a specially of eoatom work,
Guarantee satisfaction.Their prtcoa are low
enough to compete with any honeo In the city.
I They keep constantly or hand a choice varfetyol
aud Children atoes and gaiters.

15 brls floor.

A

much

If the

are

good

an impromtu dance

for

air— and he richly deserves

*;r
r-™-

in

frin

Ovunty, is still btraight Democratic.

eewlon
: ;

T

Pv

rw, u

By request of the chairman of the Dem-

The

W. * U.

It.

p«ruf men"!™" cM^rentS

»

™

No. 28* aod
l,ave word satisfaction
/0rDReKist,)r-|writteDonthelrcountensnCes.
NotkeewStreet.

County Convention, we publish
“• VW wI““r:h“ln' /"L PrH*CU,i"S fine exactly whether this was an annex ,o
the following call: A Convention of the
great convention being held at the
we ca]|ed
Democracy of Ottawa County is hereby W. Weatherwa*. For F.sh Inspectors-/ tlme powerg. 0l)|.ra
Wm.
H.
Finch,—
Zitlow.
For
Represe
called to meet at the Common Council
in to ascertain, and behold it was a magRooms in the City Hall, of the city of Grand tative— 1st district— Bcu. F. Laubacli;
nificent Boot and Shoe Emporium, which
Haven, on Tuesday, August 20lh, 1878, at district— G. F. Richardson.
is better known in that oily as the Chicaone o’clock, p. m. for the purpose of nomIn spite of the abseuce of the Mayor go Bankrupt Boot and Shoe Store-thc
inating candidates for the several County
and chairman pro-teinthe Common Coun- endless variety of stock displayedand the
offices,appointing delegates to the Concil held its session with Aid. Hoogesteger ridiculously low prices asked for it, acts
gressional and Senatorial Conventions and
in the chair. The principal feature of the like a magnet, (and perhaps the handsome
to transact such other businessas may
session was the consideration of the re- and pleasant young men waiting on the
properly come before the Convention.
port of the Committee on Fire Depart- ladies add a great deal to it). The rushocratic

Don’t forget the 'great Odd-Fellow ex- ment. The committee accepted the bid
cursion on Wednesday next, August 14th. of Mr. C. Blom, Jr., being the lowest, to
Judging from the number of people who pul down three drive-wellsfor fire purhave declared their intention to go with us poses. The council adopted their report
on the largest boat-rideever got up in and awarded the job to Mr. Blom, provided he give a bond of $800, with two
this Colony, the turn out will be immense,
and very probable two large steamers will sureties.As a curious fact, aud illustraGee’s Brass tive of confidencein the city’s ability to

„„

Rockingham and Yellow
Ware in large supplies.
o. J.

Holland,

Joslin&Breyman,

vaabwerk.

Mich., Sept.

10 1877.

>

I
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THE STEAMER

TWI-LIO-HT
Having been rebuilt sad

CAPTAIN

F.

refitted lest

winter,

R BROUWER,

Hereby informsthe public that he is prepared
for all kinds

of excursions.

SPECIAL PARTIES
Can

be accommodated on short notice, for the
smaU sum of FIVE DOLLARS, Uklng them down
to the month of Black Lake In the homing, leaving them there and bring them back in the evening, or any time desired. I am also prepared to

accommodate

Watchmakers | Jewelers, SUNDAY SCHOOL PICNICS,
DEALERS IN

visit the

Grand Rapids, it would afford the
Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,
much picasure to show them
their goods, and ofl'er them tor sale at
Jewelry & Fancy Goods.
prices which nobody in need of boots,
City of

proprietors

, „

.

sets or in large

EXCURSIONS

Band in full uniform will accompany the yny we give the differentbids calling for
shoes, gaiters, or slippers, could resist.
excursion, and welcome the excursionists pay in cash and city bonds:
Cash. Bonds. Don’t forget the Number! The Chicago
as they come In by two extra trains. T ,r
Bankrupt Boot and Shoe Store, No. 28
Eatables and refreshments will be for sale
F.iLWilma.perwo11.. ........... 84 00 115.00 Canal street, Grand Rapids. Michigan.
on board. Tickets for sale at Higgins’ De Free ft Co., per well ....... ..........gjjuo
C. Blom; Jr. per well ........... v. . 75.00 80.00
Art Gallery, opposite this office, or on the

T

who buy

Holland, Mloh. January 1. 1878.

and

whenever they should happen to

liberal deduction ta

VAN LANDEGEND,

ing business, of course, cheers every dealer,
in that pleasant mood we were shown
through the entire institution, and requested to let our readers know, that

A

quantities.

A 8 Acre Fruit Farm containingsome 800 bearing
grape Tines, 100 Current bnsbea; Strawberries;
Pears, Apple, Qnince,
Mnlbt
iBlnce, Chestnnt, Mulberry,
Appricot. Cherry and Peach treealn
bearing.
I be
* *
No money required down Inqnlre
jon of
J.

>

those

ELFERDINK.

FOR SALE.

hile in Grand Rapids on Wednesday

“e,d:„ I"1"

in

•*

Short Notice,

mid

considerableearnestnessmanifested,and
.h»l the

and C. C. Ware.

and a

tiring neatly done

murderer can be found his chances

of White Granite

plete stock

'

made

In the

trade the necessary attention,

pieces, and the consequent pain and loss

M. Groh,

date, I

after this

intend to devote to this line of

RIVER STREET,

Lolland, - • - Michigan

shattered to

8—

Democrat.— Viy friend, you are mistaken.

23

di-

Chicago, 829 hemlock r r thereafter.
coroner held an Inquest;
ties, 889 a»h ties.
satiefac
Steam Yacht Gem, Manistee, 150 bn apples but the verdict don't give
8— Schr. Wm. Bates, Chicago, 4,000 bdls brush, Uon, and has
a bad feeling worse.

County

.

Specialty.

W. & H. ELFERDINK’S

lumber. of blood caused her death about one hour

The Greenback convention of Oltaw
County was held on Tuesday last, in th
Potts, the retiring editor of the Courier,
city of Grand Haven. Members of the
^ is a spicy paragrapher and got up an
conventionInformed us that Uiere was

be required to take them all.

STOCK.
5-18w

'

rected, the child’s limb

Aug. 5-Prop. M. Groh, to Chicago, 700
cds hemlock bark, 10 m

Courier, published at Spring Lake, and

The Hollander, the oldest paper

I

Makes Custom Work a

my

KUITE’

A most brutal murder was commlttel
near East Suugatuck on Sunday last,
two-year old child of Mr. J. Lubbers,
which hey had left at their neighbors’
while they were at ehurch and having
their baby christened, was shot by some
human fiend. It was playing under a tree
together with some other children,and
from a neighboring barn the shot whs

CLEARED.

editorial management o( the Ottawa

excellent local paper.—

Of the neatest styles and beat qnalltieewhich
offer cheaperthan anybody else.

l

between this
city and Chicago i/rmniAnt. One of the
proprietors will ^tbubl/ movefris family
the steamboat

Fre\h and Salted Meats.

liie‘r

The

that their intentio/ is tp stay on this
rttxt

Rubbers, Slippers, etc.

Caine and examine

on three differ- having it crushed to atoms. Mr. Smith

it is stored

afford better accommodationsto pnssenJ their line. See advertisement.

c*in

For (he beat kind of

of farmer’s produce.

painted and refurnished,and will thusl04811 and are building up a large trade in

route, enlarge their

KTJITE
pay the highest market
)ric$ for hides, hams, and all

uPPe,; floor8 of joining buildings,be- went home, to Big Rapids, on

andl

berths are all being cleaned out and re-| r

uh

DEALER IN

Boots and Shoes

I

cattle guard,

his footing, and in grabling with his
of black walnut burial caskets. hands got his hand in between the wheel
They have recently added a great deal to and the flange, and miraculouslyescaped

undergoingal enl

complete reuovatlon. The staterooms

-OF-'

stock of furniture, and the finest

their stock,

prop.

1

new

got on a

Meat Market

styles

pounds.

The

1

Meyer!
mense

down and
which had

D. B. K. VAN RAALTE,

trying to uncouple

the attention of our readers to their engine Irom the train. He jumped

call

bigges

The load was hauled ove
a sandy road from the barn to Eight
street. The aggregate weight was 4,77
in this place.

fire.

their gine with engineer Adolph King, of this
city, got his left hand badly hurt on

Wednesday night, while

to the Plugge

Mills. This is probably the

on

their customers will find them

Gall at the

Having a bane anltable for that parpose, to go
ont on Uke Michigan, or to be taken to any dealred point, and brought home at the time agreed
upon. For each large picnlca, however, timely
notice will be neceaaary for preparation.

Terms very Reasonable.
F.

Holland, June

BROUWER,
1,

Captain.

1878.

17-8m

.

.

The

dock before starting. An extra train will

was merely routine, the usual amount of

leave Grand Rapids at 7 o’clock, in the

morning, sharp, also, an extra train will
leave the depot at Allegan for

poor bills to be audited, etc., and they ad-

Grand Rapids certainly had a lively
It on Wednesday last. The city

day of

was

full

of

greenback^#! a

All Kinds of Spectacles.

steady

stream of delegates and thetr friends poured

journed.

Holland at

FuipLtae

of Gold

Rene.

into Power’s Opera House,, uptll there
Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed.
was no standing room left, i^id the remost beautifulwheat we have ever seen mainder had to content themselvesby
Holland, March 94,
fl-ly.
brought into this city. The lot comprised staying in the cool ankde and on the sidesomething over 4«X) bushels. It was raised walk, and one can *asil/ imagine the QCCT bu*,neBSvoncaneDK48c,D-$5 to $20
by Mr. B. Van Raalte, and the work was wire-pullingbeing done, /o get a nomina- D CO I Per made by any worker ol either

We have

7 a. m. sharp.

We

.

remainder of the Council’s work

on

our desk a sample of

the

1878.

take no little pride

upon

ourselves

for having helped to get and ebtabliuha

wheat market in Holland whose influence
is felt at present fully

twenty miles from

the city. For the past six days our Mills

all

done by machinery— It was drilled in, tion, when it is considereda foregoneconMcCormick harvester aod clusion that Kent cornfftr will go Green-

reaped by a

.

and wheat buyers have been competitors selfbinder, threshed by
in open market, and the prices paid have (manufactured
......... .....
by H. A.

English and Scotch Ales,
—

AND

—

GUINNESS’ DUBLIN STOUT,
In balk and in Bottle.

Vo. 100 Monroe Street,

Grand Rapids,

BEleli.

aex, right in their own locallUea.ParAlso Agent for Robert Smith
W,
th Brewery, N. W.
ticnlarsand ramplea worth $5 free. Improve your cor
if. of 5th end Minor street*. Philadelphia.
Philadeli
Mr.
spare time at thia baaineea. Address Stinson ft
Robert Smith, has succeeded , in
---making
.... and inCo., Portland, Maine.
troducing an Ale, which he calls
rate Ale,”
am,
is "India Pale
and ha* sacceededeowell that it is highly recommended as a tonic for weak persons.

Chicago Pitta, back by a large m&jomy,Und the only in^
& ottu
Son, liu>
llli.
dication we could gel scented to pronounce
Farm for Sale.
advertised our city far and wide, and iflnols.) Some of this wheat yielded 50
such conclusion ofirrect. ITbe following
I will gcll eighty acre* of splendid clay A Splendid stock of Cigars and
wheat keeps coming In this fall as It has I bushels to the acre, and stands as an evi- gentlemen were irtminated)forthe several
soil.
______________
il, six
miles from this city . Nesr church
started in, Holland will be materially Idence of the advantage of drilling the
id school house.
house, at a bargain, so acres otuerliquorsalwaysonliand.
offices at the Kent County National Con- and
benefited,especially our merchants. We Iwbeat in. The wheat is almoet perfectly
of this land is partiallyimproved. Also
vention
have taken the trouble to collect the num- |lean, and must place the “Chicago Pitts”
40 acres of unimprovedland in the TownState Senator — Martin B. Hlne, of
ship h{ Fillmore. Inquire of
her of bushels bought by the differentLkreshcr in the front rank of farming lm- Cannon.
M. D. HOWARD.
buyers for the week closing Thursdavlllements.The wheat was bought by
Sheriff— Albert Thomas, Grand Rapids.
v

a

A
IIH>
Pitts

:

r-

4iMf

evening, and give them below,

•handsome showing for the
’Threshing:

Mills,

H. Walsh

(5

.

Jns. E. Higgins, and shipped in one

Clerk— R. M. Slocum, Grand Rapids.

to the Eastern markets. It

Treasurer— H. D. Wedge, of Alpine.

reflects

on any one to raise such beautiful
iin, and on the mechanism of the ma.........................
9,9
cBncry employed in raising it. Mr.
U

Jflagger Mills .......

Oily

making-

first week after

.

......

days) ............

935

a.... 4,800

Jus. E. Higgins, ................... i'Jjoo

M.

Ellsworth,

of Lowell.

ProsecutingAttorney— Frank Kutts, of
aod has Grrnd Rapids.
manner striven hard in the past,
Circuit Court Commissioners— D. R.

Iggins gave a round price for
iijtbis

Register of Deeds— A.

Detroit and

BANKING.

Milwaukee

Railroad Hotel,
Wm.

E. Kirkland, Proprietor.

Corbett,

Grand Haven, Michigan.

James R. Bishop, of Grand

The best accommodation for the travelling pubbe tonud, night or day, at the
The prices paid have varied according
above
Hotel.
The
best Imported Dquors and
ing through bis warehouse one will onSurveyor— R. S. Jackson, of Caledonia.
cigars always on hand.
to quality, and ranged from 85 to 07 cenis
V find the besv qualities, as he don’t care
Coroners — H. 8. Heiden, W. P. Inner,
WM. H. KIRKLAND.
handle an inferiorarticle.
of Grand Rapids.
Gkaxd Haven, April 10,
»-tf
.

.........

10,887

BANKER,
HOLLAND, . . MICHIGAN,

it,

does yet, to encourage our farmers to

Total ........

JICtHlS 1111

iprove the quality of thetr product. By

Rapids.

iic can always

.hUi?

dh

1878.
t

.

'

.-.'j

'

D*ea a general Banking,Exchange,
Uon business. Collection, made on i
the United States and Karo

fefclitiialI

w*4

dajr jby’dai)0 _____

_

1and a......
shade of

__

1

flmKMtotaJ.AuII

'

WM

Ttda eve, while the sun has been dipping
Ala ray* down the fair, rosy west,
I we been over the farm I onfce planted,
With hope of serene age and rest;
/But to-morrowa white-covered wagon.
On Ita long westward Journey mil start,
<And Mary will smile, though she’s hiding
A weary and desolateheart.
;

^

'When t ull of youth’s hope and ambition,
My. wife and I left dear old Maine, |
With only the blood-boughthen pittance
I*d

^^WwUMtir^me,aa

,

saved from a “ private's " poor gain.

But Mary yaahappy and cheerful,
And I strong with vigorous healthWith eighty good acres of prairie
We seemed on a short road to wealth,
Bo first,for a home and a shelter,
A poor littleshanty was built ;
How poor, hut one roopyaiidunplsaUred,
So meager ita poverty felt.

—

-a

And hundredsetceterasunthought of,
That ever a pioneer needs.
every thing came at the highest,
And called on my small stock of cash,

And

For

dreary, desolate winters,
With summers of labor betweeu,
We suffered, yet thankful if autumn,

I shook toy head aadlyi
see nothing now but to sell a portion of
“Humph! Well,” shfi Went on, **you
my scanty wardrobe and go back to beg won’t be so giddy and be always think-

five

for aftlstanpe

fr^inyTatoer’sfriend*

ing of gating married, There, you
need not blush Nhe that; it’s what all
the companions I have had seem to
think about Yon don’t I suppose ?”
. “lam engaged to, . be .married,” I'
said, hanging down my head, “ in a
i

change I and how soon had
my hopes of independent action been
blighted 1 I was heartsoreas I felt how
thatlfl thfith gfeafcitf there was wealth
being 'sqphtiaeffed inluiilryfilouud me
while ^1 was literally starving; for my

What a

_

And chamber combined,one bright morn—
With poverty every where ’round them—
Our littletwin children were born.
And later onr Mabel, our Idol,
Otme to ds, yet soon fled away ;
And we felt there were griefs that are great
Than want— that sad burial day.
But I built to the hcuse an “ addition, ”
And made things all-cozy and warm ;
And bought forty acres of “ timber,”
And for it we mortgagedthe farm.

.

t

*

• i

I

ONLY ONE BEER.
sW

He enters in
beer saloon,
WiUi MndJjT.wordicheer:
“ How do you do, mj boy ?» he criea,
“ Things look right oozy here l”

couple

yean.”

of

'

‘

“ I beg yours, my dear,” she said, tenderly.* “Sit still, sit stfll N6w, then,
try and drink that”
Some sherry was held to my lips and
thfib I was almost forced to eat a biscuit,
They, however; rapidly revived me, and
I found, Mrs. Potter had tom off her
bonnet and mantle and was kneeling by

i

'l HDi

ilifli:!'!

/

./•

,<

“ Ms 1

popped in
In to have a chat
only take one beer.”

I Just
ist
i’ll

;
:

His gsze while speaking thus to you
Most surely la atnoere ;
You pity him, and really think
h; 'He 11 only take one beer,
,

Then you converse of various thing
Bldlculoua or dear;
And ere a minute has elapsed
You rap agstn’for beer.
round me and drew nto, nearer to her, Of’frl i<t 'iJ'i ‘nil flf (|i 'i'*)-)**}
Now he forgefs his feeble health,
and kissed me ih a gentle, motherly way.
His eyga are Calm and clear ;
And now this was todv/miich, for I was , , And
while you pay another dime
He drlnkams second beer.
weak i and hysterical. < I n could fight
“ That’s better, nay dear,” she said,
smiling at me, as she passed her arm

,

hamhress, but her tender words
and ways unlocked the flood-gates of my
grief and I laid my head down and
sobbed as if my heart would break.
An hour late*, after she had liberally
forced me to partake of tbe breakfast
that was ordered up, she sat beside me,
holding my hand, and mom than once I
saw the tears steal down/ her pleasant
face as she won from me,. bit by bit, the
story of my troublesand pj bitter struggles here in town.
At last I rosfi to go, trembling and expectant, Would she epgage n
was more than I dared to hope.
1 “ Sit stm, toy cbjlft,”stiesaid, tenderly. “ It hag pleased uod to make mo*a childless, widowed Woman— His steward over much wealth, and if I did not
make this a home for ana of His tempest-smittenlambs I should be a worse
woman than I think I am. SUy with
me; we shall be the best of friends.”

.

against

Then, aa tbe coqyegsatlon glows,
And other friends appear,
This man who only came for one,
Drinks eight more mugs of beer

,

•

!

His voice grows lond aa he narrates
His wonderfulcareer,
And down his restless throat he pours,
At your expense, more beer,
,

'

i

I

And when dull midnight oomes around^ 1.
In ways far f rpgvauatere,
You carry to some distant stoop r
The man who takes one beer.
—.Veto York Sun,

pyra and point.
h;A hanging garden— A

A vein search — That

jail yard.;

of the leech.

1

“Hof

^ Why does a miller wear
To cover his head, j,,

The man

a

white hat

?

stea]ftl‘hinch who attempts

to swallow unmasticatod beef.

Fruitless efforts— Trying to restore
man the apple of the eye.

to a blind

Well, he mustn’t ,oome here,
l stayed — stayed to know her real
Be careful how you accuse a i*dy of
a very selfish,pragmatical old worth and to win her motherly love•^olnaii^ahd if '-I engaged yoii-^- which I stayed to find, When John Murray re- using powder; she may blow you up.
----- -----.. -------- 10 no Gon'fc'think I shall cto-il should want
What overwhelming bliss to receive a
turned, that his love was greater to? my
more, and a dull, stolid feeling of des- you all to myself. f,i What is; he ?”
sister,than for me, and patiently re- shower of' complimentsfrom a reiffninp:
pair had pome upon me. I had almost
“A settler— abroad,” I faltered.
signed my love to her, and then battled belle!
to? the “ Ho
That’s better; and perhaps with a long illness,when they had gone
Why is a room full of married people
bnght-faced^i^ppyrjgi^ls I passed, and
he’ll settle there altogether without togetherto their far-off home. But every empty? Because -there is not a single
at times I found mv self asking what had
you.”
day gave me a new lesson on not judg- person inik n •/«' n, i/, .p. ; m
been my sin that I should be thus punI looked at her indignantlyand she ing too hastily.' That Is ten years " The old saying, “Excuse haste and a
--vi'':!- m
since ; and I am still in my peaceful,
bad pen,” has been attributed to a pig
7 'I lay awak/ ^^^ht for many hours,
“Ah!
I- knofy’ my good girt I Lappy home, though only “ aa com- which ran away from
h
watching the light from the street lamp
haven’t lived to eight-and-fortv
for noth- panion to a lady,”— Cogged Magazine.
What is the difference between a bare
ing. How old are you ?”
figure and an ancient song? One is a
The Salaries "of Circus Men. r
"»
“ Twenty, f* I said, shivering, for her
'ffen‘ heaKl efime to me
nudity and the other an old ditty.
How are the aalarieeoft the perse of renoeeb, fcmst and rough way repelled me, and I longed to
bring the interview to an end.
formers in the equestrian profession. It is becoming more, and more eviI believe I fe
ell asleep at
dent every day that an iron-clad war ves“Why, the girl's cold,” she said, Mr. Bamum ?”
------- ;e, iupon my /lips,' — _ ___
sel would make ah excellent sinker for a
roughly.
“H'm,
twenty!
Here,
go
“Well,
I
pay
my
best
rider
$100 a
ing a portion of that comforting sentenoe
fishing line.
day, Sunday included; that is, $700 a
ending, “Are ye' not much better than up to the fire; and have a good warm;
If all the babies in the world were
iis’s dreadful weather. There; phll off week. The leading lady equestrienne
your bonnet and jacket,.Put them on gets $300— they generallyreceive about seated together,and spanked atithe same
tha^ chair, aqd go oloseitq the fire; Fve $150 to $200 from other concerns. Pcd- time, how many sugar plums would it
a deal to say to you yet, fpr Fm not got riders get about— well, say from $100 to take to qrtiet them?
at my door, and, hurrying on a few
gaA
ing to engage any young person and $125 per
'An' eminent physicianhas recently
I
T
have to change directly.”
“ How are the acrobats and gymnasts, discovered that the nightmare, in nine
1 liwas just agoing to take ’em
I obeyed her, trembling the while, for and that class of performers, paid ?”
ofises cat of ten, is produced “from
agailL,’
t , my landlady harshly.
down aston,
'’ said
I was very weak; and she went on ask“ From $50 to $100 per week, accord- owing a bill to the newspaper man.”
“ Some folks can afford to lay in bed all
ing/ me questions .and making oom- ing to ability and the danger of their
.
,|
performance. There are a great many
bargained to come tramping up to
.”,4
“! doft’t
^on t like
line yquj
your appearanceat all; of them to be had, always plenty on the
market, but I always have the best”
“ Bo clowna receive— ?”
........
A little Irish boy fell down and bit
“ Clowns always command good sal“lam very sorry,” I said; “ but, inhis tongue. He arose from the ground^,
deed, ma’am, I have etcblltoithealth.” aries, ahd a really first-class clown is crying and sobbing, and said to his
“Then your face tells stories about worth from $150 to $175 per week, and brother: “Oh, Staphen!, will I ever
ters with trembling hands, while, mutsome, such aa Ted Almonte— poor Ted !—
tering and complaining,their, bearer you. ; You play, of course?”
who died recently, was earning more in spake again ?”
went dotm stairs. It seemed very hard . “Yes, ma’am.” ;r ,
Doesn’t Boston harbor remind you of
“You’re warm. now. Go and piny theseaoon.1/
then, but I believe it wm the woman’s
the Bay of Naples?” asked an enthusiOn
advertising
he
was
quite
sane
:
habit, and that she was not bad at hearty something. Can you sing ?”
“Ah r said the great showman, with astic yachtsman. “Yes, ’’was the answer,
“Yes, ma’ato.”
but warped and cankered by poverty,
“ at least in one respect They are both
hard work, and ill- ----T f /“Then sing, too; and look here, Miss half a sigh, “advertisingis a heavy full
of water.”
drain, bat then if I didn’t advertise I
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I've walked the last time throughthe orchard
This autumn its flaatfruit will yield

.

M.

.

-

t

to rise,

“Laurie,”! suggested.t
had tried hard— and I knew I had— but
- “Yes, yes; Xknowfshe said, sharp,
it was always the same. Whether I adly; “it ifl in my note. Pray, why in the
vertised tor a situation^as goveniese,
name of common sepsp did you not sit
rpm a
went from
a registry
MT ' office to offer myself down? Take thdL chair. Now, then,
ip^honloTalady/ji Galways
oscompanioJI.
w
have you ever been.opmpauiouto a lady
the same.
ne. I noticed
nolioed a look of disap- Ipefore?”
pointment
---- lent as soon as I
1 entered the room,
“No, ma’am,” I replied: and then, in
for Lwas neither pretty, her brighUpokanswer
to her questions, all very sharply
ing, and toy mournful black helped to
sadden my aspect. It was always the given, I told her as touch as was necessary of my story.
IT
same— the lady did not think I should
“I
don’t
think
you
will
suit
me,”
she
suit her, find, in blank disappointment I
said; t( I’ve had misery enough, and I
had to return.
And now it had pome tothianrthat jny want some 6ue cheerfdl and ' pleasant,a
toe lady whom! can trust and who will be
people at the .registry offices, wheoe I a pleasant companion. There, I’m sure'
had moreAlhah once been told rudely there is not such a body in London, for
that 1 was not likely to get a place as the way I’ve beep imposed upon is
governess or compamon, but had better dreadful ! I’ve had six in six months,
look lower. That afternoon, evidently and the number of applicationsI have
suspicious of my ability to pay, and per- bad nearly drove me ‘out of my senses.'
haps disgusted with my miserable way I’ve had one since you wrote me— -a
of uvihg, and afraid Xslipuld be left an creature whose sole idea was herself.
invalid
idiwkherli*!!*,*
tad — rudely, I want one who will make me her first
it seem
imed to me— reoues
me to leave. :flonejder»tioo,I,, don’t mind what I
pay, but I want some one tall and ladylike; and you are not pretty, you know.”

Imea deepeu day by day ;
My comrade*are want and privation,
fhey’re clung to me close for year*,
Ita

>

displeasure a vinaigrette, and the siok feeling began
crossed her face as she looked full at me to pass away.
tillmy eges dropped. “ There, Miss—
“ Ii-I beg pardon,” I faltered, trying

BT UtZUC HULL.
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harshly,

pwfomytt

and ever

Misfortune has followed alway,
With failureon failureof harvests

.i

!

,

,

laughed.

No help— for it’a law, so it’s Justice—
j Aid avarjcoclutches Ms gold.
i

home.

help us— we wander

;

dot over the prame to-morrow
A white-covered wagon will roam,
And eyea that are mJatyand blinded
Shall take a last look at “ the home.”

—

-

A& COMPANION >tO A LADY.”

*

2ku»ija!wBS

but Fm only a
poor
and, if jpu , d6n’t
pay the rent of this noon*, I don’t see as
you nah afford the rent of the one up

wojnw,

,

answered.

Here the landlady Vubbed jb^hose

.

^en,

that

,
tfmSm*

.........

you

„„

-room.

a

-i paid; I

....

.

the

“If you please,, miss, at the end of
the week, for there’s the gent on the
first floor would like to hare this bed•

‘

nwnts.

As thi« wu oridenuy a ehaUenge to
me to reply, I Mid, an ilrmly. aa I conld,
a few words which brought out th6 reaaon tor the woman’s yisit that mbmiug.
wlaJi iS ^t®JlDder8tan^»

^

week.”

-

.

fliuf sharply;
giving her nose anotiaer vicious rub,

.

-

-Misa-Miss-”

My pictorial
Mosquitos are bred upon . ^e waters.
to tell her my name, wouldn’t make anything.
printing
this year has already cost me We ardently wish they would not return
Minna, the other wag in a strange,crab- but, remembering the last; rebuff, I was
$43,000, but my newspaper bills in a until after many days, and thus fulfill
silent.
)^^Eiwi)^l^tIan^hearMick,
season amount to a great deal more.
scripturalgrowMe.— Chicago Com: “Now, look here, n>y good young My expenses on my trip three years the
and the coins in my purse had dwindled
mercial
Advertiser.
at my fire, and prepared my very frugal lady, how am I to remetober your dreads
ago amounted to* $650, 000, and in that
A
fop
took
a seat in a railroad oar bebreakfast before sitting down and de- fulname? 'What is it?”
year in six months the profit was $60,000. hind a young lady, but, on perceiving
during
Minna’s
^ewa.
“Laurie, ma’am,” I replied.
•daya I had no resource but to creep
—Cleveland Herald.
she had fi dog, he moved off with an air
What right had! to murmur aa I did
“ Of course it is; I remember it quite
back to the country and avow my
of trepidation,“Don’t be afraid,”she
last night, I asked myself, when she was well Now go and play and sing someThe Stock Region of Texas.
said, with a reassuringtone ; “ Jip won’t
evidentlyso happy and contented ? and thing, and mind, I don’t want my ears
Just three months sinoe, and we were
. The section of country along the gulf
then
I
opened,
with
fluttering
hand,
the
deafened with fireworks,and the drums coast, lying between Houston and Gal- bite you ; he doesn’t like veal.”
mil bo happy in the little country vicar> wa8
•• *
split with parrot-shriekbravuras. Sing
age; and' then, in visiting one of his
It is related that a Western tourist,
veston, and extending far around to the
_
recalled
thefai
something sweet and simple and old- Rio Grande, is the famous pafiturage re- to whom an Italian monk was showing a
people,:my poor father caught a dangerous fever, while in tending him my dear three weeks before I had answered an fashioned,if you can,” she added, un- gion of Texas. The country oonaistB of consecrated lamp which had never gone
,,•)
another waa stricken wiih the same com- advertisemaptin the Times where a lady graciously. ,
open bottom land, skirted everywhere by out during five centuries, gave the flame
wanted a companion.
plaint, and, ere three weeks had passed
I crossed the room and sat down to the blue horizon. Ita fertilityand lux- a decisive puff, and remarked with cool
The note was very brief and curt, and the magnificent piano, and for tbe next
and I sat in thq little study alone,
uriant crops of grass, the even tempera- complacency,“Well, I guess it’s out
ran as follows:
in deep Mack; for the strugglehad been
five minutes I seemed to be faraway, ture through the year and the numerous now.”
“If Miss Laurie is not engaged she down in the old home, as I forgot where
brief, and those we loved lay togetherin
small streams of pure water, make it
Whin an English paper captures an
can call upon Mrs. Langton Porter, 47 I was, in singing my poor1 defid father’s
emphatically the “paradise,” not “of American joke it ohops off tne head,
hei
™ Were °£ll
intruders now in the nttle vicarage
that Morton street, Park Village South, at 11 favorite old ballad, “Robin Adair;” the Peri,” butof the cows. Some of the
chisels out the point, sets it up backo’clock
to-morrow
(Thursday).”
had been our home.
while, as I finished, I had hard work to cattle farms of this country are respectward, and gives its readers a dish of
“At last!” I said to myself joyfully, keep back the tears.
Wflwere nearly penniless, too, but a
wisdom that tastes like fresh meat after
brother clergyman pf my father’s, quite and with beating heart I prepared my“Ro— bin A— dair,” she sang, as I
a long sea voyage.— Cincinnati Breakselt for my journey, for the appointment
asf poor, came forward and offered us a
rose, in a not unpleasing voice. “ Now
> proprietors
ast Table.
was for that morning.
>
let me hear you read. I always make
they! survey. From
____
Just
as I had pretty well timed myself
Os ! why should the spirit of mortal be proad
lpowy
rd’
my companion read
a great deal; 100.000 to 300,000 acres, aUts^e farm,
When the summer cornea with its insolentcrowd
for my walk a sudden squall came on,
epted it for Minna; but for
and mind this, I hate to hear any drone are no unusqfil thing, and this;, too, un- Of flies sod mosquitosspd flutteringgusts
the
sky
was
darkened,
snow
fell
heavily,
'myself, I was determinedto try great
like a school-girlGo over there into der fence, where roam thousands; on That utlltoeall our festbers for SUM; u
That stab ns and jab us and tickle onr
W^«d, -battle :for my- and in the place of a morning in spring Ahe corner of the window sad stand thousands of sleek and wucy beeves. It That swim in onr saucers and bathe i~
>ialL Ini two years John Murray was to we seemed to have gone back into win- there. Take that book; you’ll find the is a veiy kingdom of cows. The owners, That drive us to Woods with Iniquity
'come back fram Australia to fetch me ter, for the snow lay thickly in a vfery mark left in where Miss Belleville— too, are Kve, energetic men, awake to And make us say things that we oughtn’t to ought
short time, and the branches of the trees
bah! I believe her panto was Stubbs the importance of , having the best 1 The argamehtum ad— “Sam, you are
in the squares were whitened.
and her father a green-grooer— left off.
3s, and, accordingly,have imported not honeet. Why do you put all the
Weak as I was this disheartenedme, Now, then, begin.”
when, with many tears, We two girls had
p
min and Syrian dujIb, which make good peaches on the top of the measure
but I fought my way bravely on, and just
She pushed a lounge-chairdose up to amost excellent ctos* on the Texas stock. and the little ones below ?” “ Same
at 11 rang timioly at the door of an imthe window and sat down with her hands Durham and1 Devon stock do not suc- reason, sab, dat makes de front of your
house, and was suporeiiithe great dreary void of London early portant-looking
d there, feeling ceed; well, being too subject to fever. house all marble amide back gate chiefoualyjshown, by a stout, tall fefottoanin
one afternoon.
Great as it already is, it is believed that ly slop bar’l, sab.”
drab livery,into a handsomelyfurnished
To maxy u schoolboy’s fond delight,
£ was not long in getting a place where
I begin <o 'led .With
the cattle business^ Texas is yet ip its
... comes the festiveapple green ;
Now
I could stay, in the shape of a second room. Everything in the place I noticed what happened to lie Thackeray’s most infancy. The European demand for
He early puta some out of sight—
was
rich
and
good;
heavy
curtains
hung
floor front room in one of those heartThe pain begins at 8:15.
beautiful chapter— the death of poor old fresh meats will tend to stimulate and
Dmick.
jaching streets near the Foundling— by window and door, skms and Eastern Col Newoombe.
know my voice enlarge the business.— itoro/ Messen- -Oil City
The doctor tame at half-pastnine,
(Streets that echo from morning to night rugs lay on the polished wood floor, and trembled at times, and a strange semis ger.
'
And gently dealt him castor-oil ;
a tremendous fire blfized iff h great brass
.The patient said he must decline, ,,
ot choking came upon me M I went on
For fear it might the apples spoil.
fireplace, and the flames danoed and
Deep Boring.
battling, oh„BO bard to read those pitewere
reflected
from
the
encaustic
tiles
A
deep
artesian
well
is
being
bored
at
-and with the dismal echoing tones of the
It was very careless leaying the parous, heart-stirring lines ! but I was weak
various organs, tto painful were these with which it was surrounded.
and Suffering, I was faint with hunger Pesth, and has reached a depth of nearly rot in the parlor on Sunday evening ;
“I’ll take your ttote in ” said the
last to- me, that often of an evening,
_ about it
and exertion, sick with that despair of 1.000 meters, over $,800 feet- The but she never thoughtanyfch&igr
footman,
as I handed it ,,I,‘ You can sit
morning, when he roused
when I have returned from a weary, dishope . deferred, and at last the room, work is undertaken, by the Brothers until Monday morning,
she
--

left

ms

to

my
J

;

thoughts—
and IUJ
my
—

“I was about

iatture, a

pushed
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heartening iaearch tor ari engagement, down.”
mnd eat alone and hungry, fearing to Jftoeferred to stand, and, as soon as I
my! mone^ to tnythipg beyond was alone, I shivered with fear and cold,
as I caught a glimpse of my pfile, sallow

Zsigmondy,partially at the expense, of the whole house by making a smacking
which has granted £40,000 for noise and crying, “Darling Susie ! Darthe purpose, with the intention of Ob- ling Susie !” He kept it up all day, too,
taining an unlimited supply of warm and the old folks are much interested iu
water for the municipal establishments the
i
and public baths. Atempeiatureof 161
floor.
A BONG OF THE SEASON,
\
I have some faint memory Of being degrees Fahrenheit is shown/ by ,$16 t'l- The lusty athleteof ths year, '‘I'1. When birds begin to alng,
J
haw, and tomLUlhighed and Lifted, and wheeled in a chair whose cas- water at present issuing from the well,
Leaps from the torMtu brows and sear,
turned wistfully to look at the door,
and the work will be prosecuteduntil . • And makes his annual spring. • f /I
tors 1 heard chirrup to thelrqntioT.the

edMSlaiT-

with its costly furniture, seemed to
swim round before me, a cold perspiration bathed my face, and, with a weary
sigh, I caught feebly at the curtains and
then fell heavily upon the polished

.

the city,

case.

1

•..

'

i

Cbtaiiled.About
175.000 gallons Of worm water stream
as my passport i •*'»«Ww<p - . -i
and a’ pleasant voice saying,1 half' aloud: out daily, rising to a height of thirtyI started, for close behind me; having
feet This ampwit will, pot only
“And she just lost her poor father,
entered unheard, was a rather plump,
too— to set her toread atiohathiugRs
tall lady in black. 8he was dressed as
that! I declare I’m about: the wishedif for going out, and’ well wrapped in
tropical garden.
water ofl78 degreds
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without ^effect,
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furs.

now

in

my

fast-

wearing black
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“Oh! you are

began to
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waiting,” she said,

wonT^ntte^
Then
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there was the refreshingodor of
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Geoboe Washing; o* died aged 67
years.

When

:

i

the later days of drowsy heat
Develop tramp and bHng out bummer ;
H* says such weather can** bc'beat,
And thinks he’ll go and cool off snm’er.
iluciousfruit the
!
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tionlar to inquire into the circumNutritious Cookery,
QUICK WORK.
stances of Mr. Safford, and whs told by
Nothing is so well oilcalatedtd promote
Danger from the Eleotrlo Fluid-How to that gentlemanthat he had “plenty of Bread from Standing Wheat In Four Min- good health and. good humor as light, oadl)utes and Thirty -seven Seconds.
Avoid U.
digested, nutritiouscookery.With that unhard work to do, but very little money.”
[From the Csrrolton (Mo:) Democrat.]
rivaled article,Dooley’s Yeast Powdeb, in the
[From Chambert*Journal]
1
The next morning the tramp departed
kitchen, elegant, white, light and 'wholesome
Under what oonditiuna is damage from without making himself knpwi}, . and
bread, rolls, biscuits,cake of evert kind, and
lightning possible, and what are the the conversation and inoi
oorn-breadpwEffles,
mo«oer, bock wheat-c ikes,
time of two years ago, when his wife had
means by which the risk may be lessened forgotten, when Mr. and
etc., ate: always po^iMaiii&ark household.
bread
baked
in
eight
and
a
quarter
minor avoided? An isolated tree, standing WdeiVed, through the PoeL ___ ______
Otitl AddnasT.
A DaNorabtts Sioknbssidwi xjften be
ntes after the wheat ,*88 standing in the
either upon a wide plain, or upon an
package which contained the deed of
ffieM; vAfr 4.6 W ’ D’&ock tfiF^feaper, avertedby prompt use of remedies ; so if you
eminence, is obvianety 'likely to deterone of the finest farms in their neighAh*
mine a lightning disoharge,to “ attract borhood, having a good house, barn, drawn by Cy. JBunmtt’s dun mules,
at
the
comer
of
the
growing
wheat,
the lightning,* to use a- common ex- stock, horses, wagons, agriculturalimihe in gear ready for a start. Men
pression. The top of the tree is the plements, and everything complete,
~
Mf the find relief,
nearest point to the cloud,' knu; since the
rekidant
which was accompanied by an explantoms of
as it
tree is a better conductor than the air,
atory letter, stating that he wished
pathetic. Among the many forms of Heart
______ jh with it to Disease are
a line drawn vertically through it to the
--Palpitation;
----- ,Enlargement,
— „„„ — , 1Spasms »oumt«aui/ ww, uKMuun nMJtay. Snmiunitinw InB*them to accept the deed of this farm,
cloud marks the shortest and easiest which he had purchased especiallyfor the thrasher close by, which, under of the Heart, Stoppage of the Action of the
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pass. If, when the ohiuged cloud ar- need, and treated him kindjy when foot- getting under way for business. At the Ossification or Bony-JoPmationi of the Heart.
RheomatiBmjGeneral Debilityand Sinking of
mill, just sixteen rods aWay, Lawton
rives directly pver this point, the ten- sore
ftnd'
them that stood at the window watching the mo- the Spirits.Bene for a pamphlet of testimonision is sufficientto overcome the resistals to F. E. Ingalls, Concord; N. H.
he was tfle tramp they entertainedyears
ment when McCaw,. on thq ^iftest
The HEiKT REGULATOB is for sale by
ance along the line, a discharge
before. Volumes could not say more,
hors© in the county, should start from druggistsatSOoentlUndf 1 i>er bottle.
Wto,-LUW
take place, and the tree Will be struck.
I»•-- 9 ^ s MV wV.
and Mr. and Mia. Safford are now en
if the tension be not sufficient,the
Bat if
Medical students will be pleased to
cloud will pass harmlessly over. Hence
learn that the Faculty pf the Louisville Medical
thorough, fHspwtorydep't FiUform >n»»n« Sept 6.
Colletfe (Louisville, Ky.J now giye threpoomit appears that a person standing during
pletepourne8
ofi
letypi-e*
io
seventeen
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dle-oakes and biscuit in the shortest
a thunder-storm beneath a tree so situLegend of a Musket.
possible time. At the, drop;©! the hat and1 im arrange tlftfrVideathat a student
ated is exposed to some risk. On no nc^
Mark Twain tells the following story, the dun mules Iprang to the work, and saves $297 in nis medical education,and gains
count, therefore, should the traveler
bis third course of .laotuyea • &u other colleges
related by a fellow-passenger,who, banin 1m. 15s. the thresued wheat about give, in this time, only two courage. Beneficiary
take refuge under an isolated tree; gentered about bis timidityT said he had a peck, was in the sack on the ho„T
* .rie privileges are limited, we see, to five per cent,
erally he will do well to avoid its neighMori
never been scared shitfe Tie had loaded and the race commenced for the milk of the class. Next session b’gins October 1,
ha.1.
borhood altogether ; but, shpuld he be
an om ^ueen.Anue musket for his There were two bridges to cross, and the 1870. Students should fit .once apply, as above,
overtaken on ihe plain with no shelter
for catalogues.
, n
father once, whereupon he gave the folexcited spectatorscould only see a- colnear, flie tree may still be made to af’• 18,11
lowing: _______ ___ ______
umn of dost, hear a couple of taps on
What will you rvad when -the evenford Ijiim some protection. If he take
You see, the old, man was trying to the plank bridges as the horse flew over ings grow long and icoOUlJ Did yon over read
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•exeR
t(xp., «»u a year. Al A.DiuBh, A.kl.. Pn±
learn me to shoot blackbirds and beasts
them at lightningspeed, and the wheat The Beat Family Paper in the United Sutoe/
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hi name remained a cere,
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In 1853 Miss Myra Kellogg, eldest mystery. The Baron died in a few days, mail
daughter of the late Simeon Kellogg, and^he-ehapeesare-that-drifr-mTwferer
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suer

and sister of Mark H. Kellogg, who fell
beside Gen. Ouster on the Little Big
Horn, yas marrie4 in this .city to Mr.
Truman J. Safford, whojbau represented
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1853, aad who, in fche-yearabovemnned,
had removed to the promising village of
La Orosto The next spring,1hoover,
the yoijpg„co.uple moved. Jown-into
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following method for preserving $1.75; Sailors’Blue Flannel, Hickory and

the natural colors of dried plants is given

I

will sell cheap

r

than evei before at the

Cheviots Shirts, etc., etc., also the

German pharmaceuticaljoutnal, and
and others: Dis-

lot

of

finest

Hardware
— of —

neckties and collars, includingthe

will interest botanists

J.

solve one part of salicylic acid in 600 parts

the

with

whole plant slowly through it,— prolonged

VAN

Holland,

Sultan Linen Collar

the solution to boiling in

IN

THEE

—

FIRST WARD.

L

April

The undersigned announces to
Public
Store, they
have
new Meat-Market,and

ANDEGEND.

27,

1878.

ll-4w

mention, at the

groceries!*

Cheap Cash Store of

A complete stock of Groceriesconstant-

a

patent duplex curve, etc., etc., loo

numerous

to

between blot-

ting paper, and press in the usual manner.

A

frequent renewal

of dry

E. J.

Harrington.

blotting pads,

the
that
lintshedtheir
are
now ready to aupply their customerswith all kinds
of Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfaction to
all those who wish to favor them with part of theli
trade.

The stand is one door west of G. J. Haverkate A
Son’s Hardware Store.

W. BUTKAU,
J.

Holland, July

14,

y

Augusta, Maine.

tion than by any other process.

T

I

New

Orleans, Sugar .................

Extra C ...........................

GfOmDs

large one,

but producers are altogether satisfied,
thinkingit a good deal more profitable to
have a short supply and high prices than
an abundance of fruit and prices down to

a bushel, as will very
likely be the case this year. Pears are
said to be generally scarce and small.
There will probably also be few grapes,
the extended June frost having injured
twenty-five cents

a

Choice Stock of Cigars

and

Liquors.

Lunch from

10 to

1

1

o’clock

HENRY

a.

im

WI ERICH.

2Mm

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Mothers Read This
If yon want a sale, sure and reliable medicine
your chidren, for diarrhoea,flux, summer commer complaint, dysentery, and all diseasessimilar
to that— use

for

DR.

SCHOUTEN’S

Hundreds of Mothers will testify as to the value
of this preparation, not only in the above
above named I
complaint*,but in so many diseases
which,
see to which
Idren are snnject.
ennoren

children cry for

it.

does not only check diarrhoea,dysentery, sumIt

irregularitiesof the stomach, bowels ard liver,
quiets the pen es, allays InternalIrritation,invigorates the digestive organa, and gives tone to
the whole system. It helps Bltore by assisting
dentition— aiding digestion and checking the green
evacuations which are so troublesomeand dangeroua during that period of Infancy. Address,

R. A. SCHjjgTBN- m. d.
Michigan.

Si-fim

LOST! LOST!
/"\N Saturday last two small pass-books,someV_/ where on Harrington's Dock, or near Roost’s
hrlckvard.Any one returningthe same will be
llbrally rewarded.

_

.

21-4w

.’

j

R.T.

ROGERS.

(Captain of the propeller Rogers.)

Cheap Cash Store of
E. J.

BOOKBINDING!

fruii-hougeholding 8,000 bushels and
15 eta. pr. bushel.

Potato bu-js are got.lng exalted notion
into their heads. They have been recently

1

LOST,

BIV&SMS!

SAT on the radical ewrs (without medicine) of Spermatorrhoeaor Seminal

Weakness, Involuntary Seminal Losses, Impotency, Mental and Physical Incapacity,Impedimenta to Marriage, etc,; also Consumption, Epilepsy and Fits inancedby self-indnlgence or scxnal
extravagance,Ac.

HT

Price in sealed envelope, only six cents.

Tho celebrated author, in this admirableEssay,
clearlydemonstrates,from a thirty years’ snccesVful practice, that the alarming consequences of
self-abuse may be radically cured without the dangerous use of internal medicine or the application
of the knife, pointing ont a mode of core at once
simple, certain and effectnal.by means of which
every sufferer, no matter what his condition may
be. may cure himself cheaply, privately and radi-

authorised to sell the Steam Tag
Inquire of

on favorable

terms.

uGem’

MANLY D HOWARD.
Holland.

Holland. Mich

Sent nnder seal. In a plain envelope, to any ad
dress, pott-paid, on receipt of six cents or two
post stamps.
Address the Publishers,

Th

nmixmico,

41 Aai St., Rwr York; Post OfflceBox. 4586.

1878. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1878Millinery

§

Fancy Dry

And

a

Goods,

large stock of

LADIES’ FURNISHING GOODS,
Fans, Parasols, Gloves and Mits,
Standard Trimmings, Worsted Goods, Hate, Feathers, Flowers,
Ribbons, Lace Collars, Bilks and Shawls.

A Handsome lot

Harrington.

of

New

Style Ties, also a large

selection of Table Linen, Ladies’ Jewelry,

and Double Satin Ribbon — entirely
new,

etc.

WHEREAS my wife, MINNIE, hw left my bed
v and board without Just cause, notice ft

S
or

AM

NOTICE.

The anderaignedwishes to Inform his old friends
and residents of Holland and vicinity that being at

kfeepi apples for neighborsat a charge of

VAKSOOD: BOW

of

time. You nejd not be away from home over
night. You can do it aa well as oHtere. Full par be taken in Exchange for goods, at the
Oculars, directions and terras free. Elegant and
expenalve outfit free. If you want profitablework highest Market Price, at the
send ua roar address at once. It costs nothing to

Reading, Penn., has a

found on the top of Mount Washington.

A

%ST This Lecture should be in the hands of
man in the land.

,

them.
in

the City.

9c.

...................................
10c.
Granulated.......................... He.
A

We

A GENTLEMAN

8c.

Great cnauce to maae money, if
have
fine lot
coffees and
you can’t get gold you can get
greenbacks.
We
ne_„
_
.....
.....
..... s need a person In spices, and we have among our large var
every town to take subscriptions
lor the largest, cheapest and best Illustratedfamily
iety of Teas, one that we offer for 50c per
publication in the world. Any one can become a
successful agent. The most elegantworks of an
pound that cannot be surpassed. Try it.
given free to subscribers.The price Is so low
that almost everybodysubscribes.One agent re
Also, a full assortmentof canned fruit
ports making over ffoo iu a week. A lady agent
roporta taking over 400 subscribersIn ten days. including Corn and Tomatoes, etc.,
A I who engage make money fast. You can devote
ait your time to the buslnese, or only your spare
Hay, Corn, Oats, Butter and Eggs, will

The apple crop in western Massachua

in

cally.

VAN ZOEREN.

1878.

TUG FOR SALE.

on hand. Our stock of sugars cannot be
heal.

I can make money fasterat work for us than at
particularly at first, is desirable. Thus
anything else. Capital not required;we will
treated, plants are said to dry rapidly,
start you. t!2 per day at home made by the
furnishing beautiful specimens, .which re- Induatrious.Men, women, boys and girls wanted
everywhere to wore for ns. Now ft the time.
tain their natural colors in greater perfec- Costly outfit and terms free. Address Truk A Co.,

year promises to be

The finest Saloon

every youth and every

ij

setts this

GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN.

ABM

exposure discolorsviolet flowers; shake
of liquid, dry

No. 104 Monroe Street,

at

cluding Fine White Shirts, from 85c to

any excess

Henry Weirich

CANAL STREET,

nfln

!,n°t easily earned In these times, but
it can be made in three months hr any
onc of ®llher In *ny part of the
counfry who is willing to work steadily
at the employment that we fumfth. $60 per week
in your own town. You need not be away from
home over night. You can give your whole time
to the work, or only your spare moments. We
have agents who are making over $20 per day.
All who engage at once can make money fast. At
the present time money cannot be made so easily
and rapidly at any other business. It costs noth
Ing to try he business. Term and $5 ontfltfree.
Address at once, H. Hallett A Co., Portland,
3$-iy
(J|

Agricultural
Implements,

terance.

off

ON DRAUGHT AT-

etc.,

Hardware,

saw-filing ut-

in an evaporating-dish,and draw

-

It

same variegated bird from Africa—

of alcohol, heat

WEIRICH’S

mer complain,
hut
cures griping and wind
Grand Rapids, Michigan. colic,
regulates the bowels, correct* acidity and

the plants), but as useful in frightening

iu a

Mortgagee. 18-13w

Wm. LEICHNER

Bold by all Druggists.

garden (where, moreover, It never injures

The

RK1DSEMA.

ALWAYS

CO.

161 Jefferson Ayo., Detroit, Mioh.

not only as nn ally against insects in the

its

8.
1878.

Stoves,

spoken an Influentialword

hawks away by means of

for

DR;A.FT

OUST

Chemista& Druggists,

15.,

at on®

the following described piece or parcel of land situate, lying and being in the Connty of Ottawa and
Slate of Michigan and known and described ns
follows, to wlt: the north half of the south-east
quarter of the south-west quarter of section thirteen (I0|, in town seven (1) north, of range fifteen
(15) west, and containingtwenty acres of land
accordingto the United States survey be the same
more or less.
Dated, June 0th. 1878.

• week In your own town. $3 outfit free,
Ko H**- Reader, if you want a business I would respectfullycall the attention of the pubat which persons ol either sex can make
lic that I have on hand a large stock of
great pay all the time they work, write for particulars to H. Hallbtt A Co., Portland. Maine.

them.” The Hon.

the condition?

LAGER BEER

Y.

it

P.

of a certainmortgage dated the 21th day of
May, 1875, made and executedby John M. Hickman and Ilopy J. Hickman, his wife, to Vlctorine
E. Hickman, then all ol Ottawa Connty, Michigan,
and recorded In the office of the Register of Deeds
of Ottawa Countv, Michigan,July 27th, 1875. In
Llher 7 of mortgages, on page 212, upon which

Preparedonly by

Announcement.

public in genera], that he is now the sole proprietor of ibis well-known and popular hotel, and
Ouinka fowls versus Dorpyhora find that he will hereafter give his peisonal attention
to the managementof tho house and the wants
another champion in Mr. G. 8. Scoville,
of his guests. The house has been refitted and reHadley, N.
He declaresthat they eat furnished, and now offersthe best of accommodations to the traveling public. It contains 130 handColorado beetles “as fast as other poultry some and commodious rooms, fifty of which can
be had with board at $2.00 per day, and the reeat corn,” and that ono Guinea-henwill
raalrder at the usual price, Having conductedthe
protect an acre of potatoes— which giving hotel business In Grand Rapids for the past sixteen years, and thahkftil for former patronage,the
credit for a surprising capacity of gizzard. proprietor hopes foi a continuanceof the same.
These fowls also prey on other Insect pests, The rooms of Sweet’sHotel are not excelled by
any public house in the State, the tables are suplay more eggs than common poultry, and plied with all the markets afford,and careful attention ia given by all employees.
eggs of quality unequaled for cake, and,
Hoping to receive a liberalpatronagefrom the
finally, are valuable as weather Indicators, traveling public, which will bo duly appreciated
by the proprietor.

just before a storm, and keeping

In

L/

The Celebrated Cincinnati

Stillingia, Dandelion,

.

etC-

MORTGAGE SALE.
I'KEFAULT having been made

VICTORINE E. HICKMAN, Mortgaqte.

Valuable Remedies.

The undersigned desires to announce to the

Batman.

tention.— [df. B.

t

Holland, May

Purifying the Blood.

Wild Cherry, and

'

several thousand trees in bearing, so as to

make

at the

HARRINGTON.

Lowing A Cross, Alt' ye

Honduras Sarsaparilla,Yellow

SWEET’S HOTEL

there are

lor

0—

-

B. Call and see a most beautifulvariety o
ump Lhalrs. ornaments,picture frames, bracket?

great care, from the best selected

are numerous, for three or four weeks.
with the value of the crop,

J thank tho public for their patronageof
the past, I hope to merit end solicita liberal shunot it for the future.

et®:>

E. J.

always

Fair dealing can be relied on.

Cheap Cash Store of

This preparationIs compoundedwith

1877.

But the coat of labor is small compared

COMPLAINT

[LIVER

GIVE US A CALL.

every diyr or twice a day when the insects

y

o’clockIn the afternoonat the front door of the
Court House of Ottawa County, in the City of
Grand Haven, Michigan. The premises to be sold
being describedin said mortgage as follows, all

Johnston’s

Sarsaparilla

Repairing Neatly Done and
Promptly Attended to

done by means of an implement

hand

17th day of September, 1878,

it is convenient to cremate
jarring

49-1

there is claimed to be due at the date of this notice,
the sum of $891. Ml, and an attorney fee of $10,
provided for in said mortgage,and no proceedings
at law or equity having been instituted to recover
the debt secured by said mortgage or any oart
thereof; No' let 1$ hereby oivei,that by virtue of the
power of sale in said mortgage contained,and of
the statute in such case made and provided,avid
mortgage will be foreclosed by a sale of the mortgaged premises,or so much thereof as may be
necessary to satisfy said mortgaged debt, the Interest thereon, said attorney fee, and the costs and
expenses of »ald sale allowed by law, at public
vendue to the highest, bidder on Tuesday, the

Plows, Cultivators, Drags,

ap-

think, a Michigan invention

is, I

everywhere.

cement, always on

Pa riot' Setts.

on hand.

mortgage, and notes accompanyingthe same,

Will be found a large asaortmentof new (roods

Curculio Catcher.
form of curculio catcher

Druggists

and

and Caskets

Coffins

Lime, Lath, Shingles, Cord-

Lot 9, Block F. Lot 0, Block G, West Addition$17ft
each ; Lot 18. Block 8. Lot 0, Block 11, South West
Addition St 70 each. Lots 1, 2, 3. 1, S & 0 in Block
25, as orgunieed plat near tho M. L. S. depot at
$225 each, except Lots 1 A 2 which are $800 each.
Also 0 lots West of First avenue at $125 each. The
above will be sold for a small payment down. Also
Uto following Lots 1, 10. 11, 12, 18, and 14, in Block
E. Lots 2, 4. 5 and > in Block H. The above .will
be sold on long credit and small payments down.

SONS.

Setts

Co.,

1

rains followed by wind and sultry weather.

The

Bedroom

No. 10 Mechanics’Block, Detroit, Mich.
iSrSold In Holland by Heber Walsh and by all

FOR SALE.

Hardware Store

In Mjnnesotathere are fears that the
wheal crop in that State and Northern
Iowa will be injured by the continued

Retail.

wood, and Stovewood, Akron

27, 1878.

At the

frosts.

proved

The Grey Medicine

GRAND HAVEN, MICH.

&

Wall Paper at Wholesale and

lug

WASHINGTON STREET.

-

VAN PUTTEN

G-

A FULL LINE OF CARPETS. FROM THE
CHEAPEST TO THE BEST.

in treating these special diseases.
Full particulars In onr pamphlets, which we
desire to send free by mall to every one.
The Specific Medicine Is sold by all Droggftts at
$1 per package, or six packages for $5. or will he
sent by mall ou r ceipt of the money by address

on

A prompt delivery free of charge, can
changes in color and size are apparent to be relied upon.
fT'HE following described Lots in the City of
J. Holland. I will sell at the following prices.
the eye from day to day in the West,
and

I have purchased lower than ever
cheaperthan ever before.

Dimness of Coma and owe tbe gwodi and ascertain
prioM before 70m purchase. j j
Vlalon,Premature Old Age, end many other dlacoses that lead to Insanity. Consumption and a
PreraarureGrave, all of which as a rule sre first
Beautiful Live Geese Feathers, Cheap.
caused by deviatingfrom tho path of nature and
over indulgence.The Specific Mrdlclno is the re
suit of a life study and many years of experienct

—

AUSO

FRICESARE LOW.

on the wonderful. The snapping leaves

Which
will sell

sequence on Self

Lager Beer.

show goods.

trouble to

which looked sickly and yellow two or
three weeks ago are now a deep and

FURNITURE

Seminal Weak

ness, Pprrraatorrhea, Impotency
and all diseases
that follow as a

Wholesale agent for Ph. Best
Brewing Co’s celebrated

see for yourself,

Can be made by examining the large
new stock of

unfailing cure for

Crockery,
Fair dealing can always be
Flour & Feed.
relied upon.
Eta, Etc.

prime condition,for these crops are near-

'

—

Groceries,

is

Money! Money!!

Specific Medicine

Smokers’ Fancy Articles. versal Lassitude.Pain In tho Back,

Hats & Caps,

favorablethere will be an immense crop.

Hewed y

Is especially rcc-TRADE
ommended ns an

MARK,

•And all kinds of

Dry Goods,

weather during harvest proves

harvest weather to secure

TRADE

JO

will rood move to our own atore on River
Street, now being built. We have juat received a large now atock of

wheat in the West as ever. The spring
wheat is rapidly approaching maturity,

good

VAN

But we

there is probably as laige a ratio of goot

All that is required for oats and rye

GRAY’S

J. ROOST & sour,
Comer Ninth and River Street,

produced. There are some sections
in Kentucky and Tennessee where the
quality is inferior, but taken as a whole

if the

The Great Englitth

RADEKE & SON,

!

Burned out by the Uto Fire we rv-openedin
the atore fornerly occupied by

ever

and

!

Dealers
PUTTEN& SONS, Wholesale
I2ST

The Crops.
The evidence nccumulntesthetthe win*

FIRM

w^snd

stock and will furnish firat-dnsswork,

Mcskeoo*.Sept, a iws. A*CLOETINOH-

hereby given that I shall not be responsiblefor
any debts contractedby her from and after this
date.

CHRISTIAN MILLER.
Holland, Juno

20,

1878.

.

I.

&

S.

YANDEN BERGE,

EIGHTH STREET

HOEEAND, MICH

